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Abstract
An understanding of the basis for immunogenicity (the ability of a foreign substance to induce an 

adaptive immune response) is critical for advancing our knowledge of infectious or autoimmune 

diseases, as well as contributing to the design of vaccines and biologics. A key step in the 

initiation of an adaptive immune response is the presentation of pathogen-derived peptides by 

major histocompatibility class II (MHCII) molecules on the surface of antigen-presenting cells 

(APC) such as a dendritic cell (DC) to CD4+ T cells. Peptides that are superior at eliciting strong 

T-cell responses are termed immunodominant. The generation and selection of peptides occurs 

within a system of endosomal compartments that form when a DC takes up the antigen. These 

compartments become increasingly more acidic and reducing as proteolytic enzymes, MHCII 

and a peptide binding modulator human leukocyte antigen DM (HLA-DM, DM) are trafficked 

through to facilitate the degradation of proteins and the loading of peptides onto the MHCII. 

Although the general aspects of the antigen processing and presentation mechanisms are 

understood, important details of the endosomal machinery have yet to be determined. These 

studies focus on the elucidation of the pathways of antigen processing, the contribution of 

proteolytic cleavage to immunodominance, and the activity of four proteases in the cysteine 

family of cathepsins. Our findings strongly implied the existence of multiple, parallel pathways 

within antigen processing. These include the ability of MHCII to capture the native form of 

hemagglutinin (HA) from influenza A/New Caledonia 20/99 (H1N1), our model antigen, and the 

production of unique peptidomes through cleavage alone or through cleavage and capture by 

MHCII, in the presence or absence of DM, at varying pH. I demonstrate that one determinant for 

immunodominance is peptide resistance to cleavage by cathepsins, although it does not hold true 

for every immunodominant peptide. I establish that the cleavage of a protein and the generation 

of peptides available for binding to MHCII is strongly influenced by the pH and reducing 

potential of the cleavage environment as well as the flexibility of microdomains of the protein 

itself. Collectively, these results show that the cleavage events of antigen processing are pivotal 

to the generation of a broad and diverse peptidome available for binding to MHCII, and 

presentation to T-cells, that may lead to a more robust adaptive immune response.
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Immunogenicity is the ability of a protein or a pathogen to stimulate an adaptive immune 

response. This dissertation addresses the contribution of proteolytic cleavage during the 

processing of antigens, the genesis of immunodominant peptides and evaluates in-silico binding 

and cleavage prediction platforms.

1.1. Overview of Immune System

Accurate and timely communication is the heart of an immune system that is successful at 

distinguishing self from non-self, danger from non-danger, and mounting protective responses 

while avoiding dysfunction. Near immediate, non-specific responses to challenges are 

categorized as part of the “innate” immune system, whereas responses that are specific and 

encoded into cellular “memory” are deemed part of the “adaptive” immune system. Cells that 

comprise the innate immune systems arise primarily from myeloid stem cell lines and include 

neutrophils, macrophages, eosinophils, basophils, mast cells and dendritic cells (DC). One cell 

line that is derived from the lymphoid cells, but is considered as part of the innate immune 

systems is the natural killer (NK) cells. Cytotoxic (CD8+) and helper (CD4+) T cells, along with 

B cells are derived from lymphoid stem cells and comprise the cellular component of the 

adaptive immune response.

1.2. Cross-communication between the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system 

The cells of both the innate and adaptive immune systems communicate through chemical 

messengers that fall into two broad categories; cytokines and chemokines. Cytokines can be 

thought of as analogous to text messages informing cells of danger or giving directions for 

appropriate response. Chemokines direct cells to areas of the body where the response is needed. 

Cells are also capable of direct response to their environment or to each other through receptors 

on the plasma membrane. Innate responses are comparable and non-specific each time a new 

challenge arises. However, one cell of the innate response cohort plays a particularly key role in 

the induction of the adaptive immune response and that is the dendritic cell (1).

1.3. Dendritic cell function and states

Dendritic cells are found in tissues underlying external barriers, including the skin and 

respiratory, gut, and genital mucosa. In the immature form, DCs scavenge endogenous and 

exogenous proteins, cellular debris or complete pathogens and degrade them in order to present 

peptides to T cells on the adaptive side. A snippet of a protein (a peptide), endogenous or 

exogenous, that is capable of eliciting an adaptive immune response is termed an immunogen.
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An antigen is able to interact with the products of an adaptive immune response, such as 

antibodies or the receptors on B cells. Herein, the term “antigen” will be used interchangeably 

with “peptide” when in the context of generating an immune response. Antigenic peptides are 

presented on plasma membrane bound molecules called major histocompatibility complexes 

(MHC). In the immature state, DCs are accomplished at the collection of antigens via a large 

variety of methods, including receptor-mediated endocytosis through a large variety of cell 

surface receptors, phagocytosis and macropinocytosis, but are poor at inducing a strong adaptive 

immune response through the stimulation of T cells (2). Upon receipt of certain signals 

indicating infection, such as bacterial-derived lipids, or indicating cellular damage or 

dysfunction, such as intracellular molecules that are not normally found outside of cells, the DCs 

begin to migrate to draining lymph nodes and to mature. Mature DCs are experts at presenting 

antigen to T cells, but exhibit a decreased ability to take up antigen. However, this ability is not 

wholly abolished, but is limited to a few specific mechanisms of receptor-mediated endocytosis 

(3). Within the lymph node, DCs begin a dance of communication with T cells.
1.4. MHC loading and T cell activation

The adaptive immune response is specific to each challenge and is characterized by a memory 

that allows increasingly effective reactions to each successive encounter with the same antigenic 

prompt. Naïve CD8+ and CD4+ T cells circulate through lymph nodes via the cardiovascular 

system. Within a lymph node, a single DC can interact with as many as 500-5000 naïve T cells 

per minute (4), as the T cells search for signals that will either cause an activation, leading to an 

effector and/or memory response, or a communique that their services are not required, leading 

to either cell death or anergy (a state analogous to “deep sleep”, from which activation would 

require much greater positive signaling than is needed for naïve T cells). Activation is desirable 

in the case of infection or immunization and T cell death or anergy is desirable when tolerance to 

self proteins, food proteins (in the gut) or the presence of non-pathogenic microbes is needed. 

The exact method by which DCs pass information to T cells involves three signals; 1) the 

interaction of T cell receptors (TCR) with a major histocompatibility complex class I (MHCI) or 
class II (MHCII) complexed with a peptide (pMHCI, pMHCII) (these peptides are also called T 

cell epitopes or epitopes), 2) the interaction of specific ligands on the cell surfaces and 3) the 

induction of T cell signaling pathways via cytokines secreted by the DCs or other supporting cell 

types. TCRs are unique to each T cell and arise through the genetic recombination of DNA 
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segments that occurs as the T cell undergoes differentiation from a stem cell into a naïve T cell in 

the bone marrow and the thymus. A given TCR can recognize a limited range of pMHC 

complexes, providing a specific response to any pathogen that gave rise to that specific peptide. 

On the DC side of the cross talk, MHCI on the DC cell surface presents peptides derived from 

the routine degradation and turnover of host cellular proteins to the naïve CD8+ T cells, 

activating them. These activated CD8+ T cells proliferate into a pool of clones, becoming 

effector cells that leave the lymph nodes to patrol the body and sample pMHCI on all cell types. 

In the event that a cytotoxic T cell encounters a self peptide-MHCI complex, the message is that 

all is well and the T cell moves on. If the peptide on the MHCI is derived from viral or cancer 

altered host peptides, then the CD8+ T cells initiate a program in the host cell that leads to 

apoptosis (cell death), thereby protecting the host against the virally infected or cancerous cell. 

A small subset of these cytotoxic T cells also become long lived memory T cells, allowing for a 

quicker initiation of response to a specific infection subsequent to the first exposure. Also on the 

DC side, MHCII on the DC cell surface will present peptides derived from exogenous, or 

foreign, proteins or pathogens to naive CD4+, or helper T cells. If this presentation occurs in the 

absence of signals that warn the DC of “danger”, then the DC passes the “no danger” message on 

to the CD4+ T cell, resulting in the development of tolerance. This is how the immune system 

distinguishes self, or non-pathogenic microbes from pathogens. If the DC had received “danger” 

signals when it encountered the foreign substance, then the danger message is communicated to 

the naïve CD4+ T cell, resulting in activation. Activation again leads to a proliferation of that 

particular T cell, leading to a group of clones. These disperse to inform B cells that antibodies 

are needed to combat the invasion as well as numerous other communication tasks that enhance 

the immune response.

1.5. Immunodominance 

Clearly, activation of naïve T cells (both CD8+ and CD4+) is a pivotal event. It transpires that 

not every peptide that can possibly be generated from a given protein is equally effective in 

eliciting a strong T cell response. Peptide-MHC complexes can be graded into a hierarchy of 

ability to activate a T cell, termed an immunodominance hierarchy. Immunodominant peptides, 

simply put, are the “best” at prompting a potent T cell response when complexed with MHC and 

presented to a naïve T cell. Immunodominance is dependent on a number of factors, including 
the T cell repertoire, the affinity of the TCR for the pMHC on the T cell “side” of the interaction, 
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and elements on the DC “side” which incorporate the affinity of the peptide to the MHC, any 

modulators within the DC that affect the peptide binding, and the activity of proteolytic enzymes 

(proteases) that generate the peptides through cleavage of whole proteins.

1.6. MHC structure and function

Since one of the linchpins to effective communication between a dendritic cell and a T cell in the 

adaptive immune response is this interaction between the pMHC and the TCR, much research 

has been focused on the generation and presentation of immunodominant peptides on MHC.

There are a number of similarities between MHCI and MHCII. They are comparable in structure 

and in the forces that mediate binding between peptides and the MHC. MHC, or human 

leukocyte antigens (HLA) are highly polymorphic, cell membrane bound, glycoproteins. MHCI 

is a heterodimer of an alpha chain and β-2-microglobulin. MHCII is a heterodimer of an alpha 

and a beta chain. Both structures contain a membrane proximal domain and a membrane distal 

binding domain that features a cleft that peptides can bind within. The binding groove of each 

represents the most highly polymorphic portion of the molecules. Processes that effectuate 

binding include hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic interactions and Van der 

Waals forces. Significant differences between MHCI and MHCII include the distribution of the 

molecules, the structure of the binding groove and the processing that generates peptides for 

loading onto the MHC. MHCI is found on all nucleated cells, allowing for the routine 

communiques of “all is well here” to cytotoxic T cells as well as indicating when there is a 

problem. MHCII are expressed on the cell surface of professional antigen-presenting cells, 

macrophages, B cells and dendritic cells, as well as other cell types that can be induced to 

express MHCII, in keeping with the task of providing information about foreign invaders. The 

largest structural difference concerns the binding groove. MHCI has a “closed” binding groove, 

limiting peptide length to 8-10 amino acid residues. The binding groove of MHCII is “open” at 

both ends, allowing for binding of longer peptides as well as full proteins. The antigen 

processing of proteins into the peptides prior to binding are also decidedly different.
1.7. MHCI

MHCI antigens are derived from proteins that are present within a host cell. The regular 

housekeeping of proteins that do the day-to-day cellular work includes the degradation of 

proteins that are no longer needed in a particular time frame or are wearing out. These proteins 

are targeted to a structure in the cytoplasm of the cell called a proteasome, containing proteolytic 
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enzymes that clip proteins into pieces. Pieces of particular sizes can be transported into the 

endoplasmic reticulum, where they are further trimmed by the ERAP1 and ERAP2 proteases to 

the appropriate length for MHCI. These peptides then bind to the MHCI as the two halves of the 

heterodimer are assembled. Complexed peptide and MHCI progress to the cell surface to convey 

their message to CD8+ T cells. Inasmuch as viruses invade host cells to hijack the host protein 

replication machinery, some of the viral proteins undergo the same degradation process and are 

loaded on MHCI - giving the alternate message to cytotoxic T cells that they are needed to kill 

the infected cells.

1.8. MHCII

The antigen processing for MHCII is markedly different. Professional antigen-presenting cells, 

such as the DC, engulf “foreign” proteins and microbes through a variety of processes, resulting 

in the entrance of the “foreigners” into an endo-lysosomal system of closed vesicles within the 

cell that separates the events of antigen processing from the general cytoplasmic environment 

(Figure 1.1). These endosomes begin at a neutral pH that matches that of the extracellular fluid 

and become progressively more acidic. Proteolytic enzymes are trafficked to the endosomes and 

the proteins are degraded into peptides. In a later vesicular stage, called the MHCII 

compartment (MIIC), the peptides compete for binding to MHCII. Peptide-receptive MHCII 

have multiple pathways to gain residence in an MIIC. Newly synthesized MHCII are packaged 

with a chaperone molecule that maintains MHCII conformation and directs the movements of the 

MHCII through the cell called the invariant chain (Ii). A small percentage of freshly created Ii- 

linked MHCII proceeds directly to the MIIC, where proteases called cathepsins (CTS) degrade 

the Ii. Another percentage of Ii-MHCII is expressed on the cell surface. This is taken up with 

antigen into the endo-lysosomal system. Here, the Ii is also digested away by cathepsins on the 
route to the MIIC. Within the MIIC, a non-classical MHC protein called HLA-DM (DM) 

facilitates the removal of the last remnant of the Ii, called class II associated invariant chain 

peptide (CLIP), liberating MHCII for binding to pathogen derived peptides (3). Alternately, 

MHCII, having lost peptides after presenting them to CD4+ T cells, are recycled into the endo- 

lysosomal system (5). Unlike newly synthesized MHCII with Ii, these empty MHCII are 

available for binding at any point within the vesicular system. The binding groove of MHCII 

contains nine polymorphic, hydrophobic pockets numbered P1-P10, after the position of the 

amino acid in the nine-residue core of the peptide that can and will bind. The P1 pocket is the 
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deepest pocket located at the N-terminal side of the pMHCII complex and preferentially accepts 

hydrophobic side chains at the N-terminal side of the peptide binding core (6). In addition to the 

hydrophobic interactions in the pockets, a hydrogen bonding network between the peptide 

backbone and conserved side chains of the MHCII are necessary to establish high affinity 

(Figure 1.2) (7). The presentation of a peptide by a given MHCII allele is also modulated by the 
activity of DM.

1.9. DM

DM's role in antigen processing is not limited to removal of CLIP from the MHCII binding 

groove. DM also moderates peptide binding to MHCII. This activity is dependent on the ability 

of DM to access residues that are in the locality of the P1 end of the MHCII binding groove as 

well as poor interaction between a peptide and P1 or an empty P1 pocket (8). DM has been 

shown to increase the rate of dissociation of peptides from MHCII (9) and thereby facilitates an 

exchange of peptides that do not form a stable interaction with those peptides that do, resulting in 

a compact conformation of pMHCII (10). DM has a pH range of activity of neutral to 5.0 with 

the optimal pH at 5.5 as is found in the MIIC (11). The peptide binding mediation of DM 

ensures that it has a critical role in the determination of immunodominant peptides. Once an 

antigen-derived peptide has been generated, bound to MHCII and resisted the activity of DM, it 

is presented on the cell surface to CD4+ T cells. In the presence of concurrent signals telling the 

T cell that this is an invader, the T cells will activate and initiate the cascade of events leading to 

the production of antibodies, otherwise, the presentation leads to tolerance.

Given the critical importance of the selection of immunodominant peptides, it is not surprising 

that researchers have developed tools to predict which fragment of a protein will induce a potent 

T cell response. Knowing the immunodominant snippets in advance can make designing 

vaccines or biological drugs much less expensive to develop and greatly increase the time to 

approval.

1.10. Drug and vaccine development

Vaccines can take fifteen or more years to develop and license (Figure 1.3) (12) and average cost 

per new compound is between 1.4 and 2.6 billion dollars (13). Phases include a “discovery” or 

“design and exploratory” phase where the basic science is discovered and exploratory 

experiments are conducted. This is followed by a “pre-clinical phase” assessing toxicity, 

immunogenicity and safety. After an investigational new drug application is filed, the proposed 
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vaccine can enter clinical trials - often taking up to seven years to complete. If the candidate 

passes the clinical trials, a biologics license application is filled out and a review by the FDA is 

undertaken. Licensing can take up to two years, then the producer must successfully manage the 

logistics of scaling up to large-scale manufacturing. This timeline doesn't reflect the length of 

for the design and exploratory phase, which another study put at an mean of 25 years from the 

point that a given compound first appeared in peer-reviewed journals (13). Discovery phase 

includes in-vitro and in-vivo testing of the products for safety and efficacy, resulting in a sharp 

reduction of possibilities as the programs advance. It is attractive to be able to rely on predictive 

algorithms to assess the best possibilities for effective vaccine constituents and start from a 

narrower field, thus reducing the time and costs. In addition to vaccines, the number\ of 

antibody-based or protein-based drugs (biologics) has increased dramatically over the past 2 

decades with FDA approvals going from 8.7% of all drug approvals in 1993 to 32.5% in 2020 

(14). Biologics, being protein based, can induce an immune response themselves. It is 

imperative to design drugs with low immunogenicity for safety reasons. In both these fields of 

pharmacology, there has been an increasing use of in-silico predictions to accompany the 

traditional in-vitro and in-vivo research methods (15).

1.11. In-silico predictions 

Computer algorithms originally relied on binding affinities to predict immunodominance. Given 

that peptide affinity to MHCII is only one of several factors that influence immunodominance, 

the early versions of prediction algorithms were not as robust as desired. More recently, data 

from MHCII-associated peptide proteomics (MAPP) have been added to algorithm training sets, 

which has resulted in an improvement. MAPPs involve the inoculation of DCs, allowing for 

time to process the antigen, and stripping the presented peptide off of the MHCII. These are then 

sequenced and identified, allowing a clear data set of peptides that are presented to T cells. 

Additionally, these peptides can then be used in another assay that measures T cell response to 

determine an immunodominance hierarchy. This is a time consuming and costly endeavor, 

particularly if researchers were to evaluate the breadth of human-disease-causing agents. While 

MAPPs data are improving the in-silico predictions, lower cost and higher throughput in-vitro 

assays are still desirable in the pursuit of high quality training data sets. To this end, attention 

has been focused on additional elements that contribute to immunodominance. One recent study 

found that including the activity of DM in the predictions increases the accuracy (16). Another 
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factor that has been recently included is the outcomes of the cleavage events during antigen 

processing that lead to the generation of peptides available to bind to MHCII (17, 18). 

Upstream of the formation of pMHCII complexes and their presentation to CD4+ T cells, antigen 

processing takes place, including the uptake of exogenous proteins or pathogens and their 

digestion. Uptake proceeds through a variety of mechanisms, encompassing phagocytosis, 

macropinocytosis, receptor-mediated endocytosis, with the list of receptors including clathrin 

mediated, lectins, Fc receptors and complement receptors (19). After capture of the antigens, the 

endosomes containing the captured cargo undergo an acidification and changes in the redox 

potential. Acidification occurs through the action of proton pumps (20). The alteration of the 

reducing environment is less clear. Early reports indicated that endosomes and lysosomes are 

more reducing than the cytoplasm or extracellular fluid. Redox potential is measured in 

millivolts (mv). Some cellular compartments for which values have been measured include the 

plasma (-80 to -140 mv), the cytoplasm (-140 to -230 mv), the endoplasmic reticulum (-189 mv) 

and lysosomes (-240 mv) (21). A more recent study using fluorescent markers with disulfide 

linkers, quenched when the disulfide bonds are broken, found that the lumen of endosomes (-240 

mv) are not as reducing as mitochondria at -318 mv, in keeping with previously published 

estimates of redox values (22). It is thought that a reducing environment is supportive of 

breaking the disulfide bonds that often maintain the three dimensional structure of proteins, 

making the cleavage sites for protease activity available. In antigen processing, there is one 

enzyme known to contribute to the degradation of disulfide bonds. Gamma-interferon inducible 

thioreductase (GILT) is found in late endosomes, the MIIC and lysosomes. There are up to 5-6% 

of antigens that are GILT-dependent, indicating that they are structurally inaccessible unless the 

disulfide bonds are cleaved (23). Complementing the activity of GILT, there is a selection of 

proteases that are active in antigen processing. These include cathepsins from the aspartyl 

(comprising CTS D, and E), serine (comprising CTS A, and G), and cysteine (comprising CTS 

B, C, F, H, K, L, O, S, V, W, and X) families (24). The families indicate the amino acid, found 

within the active site, that participates in the disruption of the peptide bonds that comprise the 

protein backbone. These proteases have been found in a variety of cellular (and extracellular) 

locations. Within an APC, cathepsin B is trafficked to early endosomes, CTS S are located in 

endosomes and lysosomes, CTS L is found in late endosomes and lysosomes while CTS H has 

been detected in lysosomes (25). Cathepsins have activities that are categorized into 
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endopeptidase or exopeptidase sub-classifications of aminopeptidase and carboxypeptidase. 

Endopeptidases are capable of cleaving peptide bonds at any point within the sequence of amino 

acids, so long as the site is accessible whereas exopeptidases snip one or two amino acids off 

either the N-terminal or the C terminal end of the protein/peptide. Most cathepsins share a 

common structure of a “papain-like” fold containing the active site cleft (Figure 1.4 A-D) (26). 

They differ in amino acids that can interact with the active site groove, altering the specific 

cleavage points within a protein. Cathepsins vary in terms of the range of pH at which they are 

active and the optimal pH for cleavage. It has been thought that a reducing environment is 

supportive of cathepsin activity, although there are reports to the contrary (27).

1.12. Proteolytic enzymes in health and disease

Antigen processing is not the sole area of activity for proteases. Proteolytic enzymes are 

ubiquitous, but some are cell or tissue specific, giving unique outcomes to their actions. 

Proteases are critical in healthy physiological processes, such as the turnover of cellular proteins, 

the production and activation of hormones, the activation of digestive enzymes in the 

gastrointestinal tract, keratinocyte differentiation, angiogenesis and bone remodeling (28). 

Proteolytic enzymes are also implicated in disease, including autoimmune diseases such as type 

1 diabetes, neurological conditions such as Alzheimer's or Parkinson's diseases, and several 

cathepsins are overexpressed in cancer, enhancing metastasis (29). The broad impact of 

proteases makes every contribution to an increased understanding of their mechanisms of action 

valuable.

This dissertation is focused on cathepsin activity. We wanted to better understand the activity 

and kinetics of a select set of cathepsin for the purposes of:

1. Broad application to antigen processing and the facilitation of multiple processing pathways

2. The degree to which protease cleavage of pathogens contributes to immunodominance

3. Evaluation of in-silico cleavage and binding prediction platforms (that can be broadly applied 

for research in health and disease)

1.13. Hypotheses of T cell epitope selection

There have been two, not necessarily mutually exclusive, hypotheses put forward to explain the 

T-cell epitope selection that occurs during antigen processing. The first, which is commonly 

found in textbook examples, describes an order of events where cleavage of proteins occurs first, 

followed by competition by the generated peptides for binding to MHCII. This model, termed
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‘kinetic stability' ascribes immunodominance to the affinity of the peptide to MHCII, the 

stability of the pMHCII complex and the resistance of that complex to the DM activity. The 

second model, termed ‘epitope accessibility' grew out of an early proposal of ‘determinant 

capture' that suggested that MHCII captured locally unfolded segments of proteins or large 

fragments prior to or during protease activity. The epitope accessibility model incorporates the 

concept that capture could include solvent-accessible portions of the protein as well as the 

unfolded sections. For this model to function, a number of features must be present in the 

antigen processing system, including the ability for MHCII to capture large protein fragments or 

intact proteins, the availability of binding-receptive MHCII in early endosomes and the 

resistance of MHCII to cathepsin activity. MHCII, featuring an open conformation to the 

binding groove, is capable of capturing large peptides. Furthermore, a number of studies have 

indicated that intact proteins, denatured (unfolded) or native, are able to bind to MHCII. And 

lastly, it has been demonstrated that MHCII are resistant to the degradatory effects of cathepsins 

(30). Unraveling the details of antigen processing will contribute to the process of vaccine and 

drug design as well as illuminate mechanisms of disease, potentially leading to new therapeutic 

targets.

1.14. Approach:

I modeled the study against a backdrop of a previously published, ex-vivo mouse model of the 

immunodominance hierarchy for the hemagglutinin (HA) molecule from influenza A New 
Caledonia 20/99 (H1N1). In short, mice transfected with the human MHCII allele, HLA-DR1 

(DR1) were inoculated with influenza and after the illness had run its course, splenic T cells 

were harvested. A library of peptides, 18 residues (18mer) in length and overlapping by 7 

residues was created. Fibroblasts were induced to express DR1 and were co-incubated with a 

peptide and mouse T cells. T cell response was quantified via the measurement of the cytokines 

IL-2 or interferon gamma with eli-spot assays. The greatest response was designated 100%. 

Peptides eliciting less than 5% were termed “negative”, 6-24% response was categorized as 

weak, 25-60% was cataloged as subdominant and a response of 61% or greater was classified as 

immunodominant (31).

1.15. Chapter 1:

To address the question of whether there are multiple routes by which peptides are produced and 

presented in a DC, I needed to first ascertain that our model protein, HA, was able to bind to
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MHCII in an intact, native conformation. To do this, I chose to adapt a competitive binding 

assay, usually used with peptides for use with proteins. In the process, I found that the bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) in the buffer altered the apparent dissociation rate (KD), because BSA 

itself could bind to DR1. Once BSA was eliminated from the buffer, I was able to apply the 

protocol to proteins and demonstrated several proteins that bound as well as one that did not. 

HA bound to DR1 with high affinity, opening the door for our continuing investigations.
1.16. Chapter 2:

I focused the studies on the proteolytic cleavage that occurs during antigen processing. Our 

initial question focused on the impact of cleavage on the generation of the immunodominance 

hierarchy. To address this, I performed in-vitro digestions of HA by a mix of three cathepsins, 

an aminopeptidase (CTS B), an endopeptidase (CTS S) and a carboxypeptidase (CTS H), all 

found within an antigen-presenting cell, over a twenty-four hour time period. The digests were 

conducted at pH 6.4, as is found in an early endosome and at pH 5.0, mimicking an MIIC. 

Peptides were sequenced with mass spectrometry and I compared the data sets of peptides to the 

established immunodominance hierarchy.
1.17. Chapter 3:

Cleavage is one of several factors that impact immunodominance and I wanted to characterize 

the influence of MHCII and DM in our studies as well. To do this, I adopted and adapted a 

published cell free antigen processing system (CFAPS) protocol. Briefly, CTS B, H, and S are 

used simultaneously to digest the protein of interest and DR1, with or without the presence of 

DM captures peptides thus generated. After quenching with an irreversible protease inhibitor, the 

pMHCII complexes are removed from solution through immunoprecipitation, the peptides eluted 

and sequenced with mass spectrometry. I adapted the protocol to include two lines of treatment; 

the first was as described above and allowed us to test the “cleave-first”, bind second idea that is 

inherent to the “kinetic stability” hypothesis of immunodominance determination. The second 

treatment mirrors the “bind-first” approach postulated by the “epitope accessibility” hypothesis. 

In this methodology, the HA was allowed to pre-bind to DR, then the cathepsins were added. In 

both treatments, the recovery of the peptides followed the published protocol. The discovered 

peptides were assessed for peptide affinity through competitive binding assays and the IC50 were 

compared to two online binding prediction algorithms (NetMHCIIpan 4.0 and IEDB MHCII 

binding predictions).
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1.18. Chapter 4:

The importance of cleavage outcomes is not limited to antigen processing, so I extended the 

focus to investigate the activity and kinetics of four individual cathepsins (CTS B, L, S, and H). 

These digests were completed for the same period of time and using the same protocols as in 

Aim 2. Additionally, I investigated the impact of the reducing potential on cleavage by 

completing two-minute digests of HA by CTS B, at pH 6.4 and 5.0 at varying concentrations of 
L-cysteine (0, 6, 54, 486 and 600 mM). The individual digests of CTS B, L, and S were used to 

evaluate the cleavage prediction platform available from EigenBio. I also compared the cleavage 

data, at all redox values, to previously published HDX data describing the flexibility of 

microdomains of HA.
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1.19. Figures

Figure 1.1: Overview of the canonical understanding of antigen processing. The endosomes of 
the antigen-processing pathway are illustrated interior to a dendritic cell, with the outcome being 
presented to a T cell. The pathogen derived protein or peptides are in red, the remainder of the 
invariant chain, CLIP, is in blue, proteolytic enzymes (cathepsins) represented as pie shaped gray 
and yellow graphics, MHCII is in yellow and DM in purple. Arrows indicate the direction of 
activity.
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Figure 1.2: MHCII bound to peptide. High affinity natural peptide from hemagglutinin, HA306- 
318 bound to MHCII (3).

Figure 1.3: Timeline of Vaccine Development. Vaccine development can take 15 or more years 
from the exploratory phase, through pre-clinical phases, clinical trials, regulatory review to 
distribution. IND - investigational new drug (application), BLA - biologics license application.
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Figure 1.4: Cdthepsin structuees. in) CTS L complexed with it's endogenous inhibitor, b 
fragment of the p41 invariant chain. The cathepsin is in gray at the bottom, with black indicating 
the cysteine residue at the active site and the inhibitor is shown in dark gray as sticks. B) Ribbon 
diagram of CTS L. C) Ribbon diagram of CTSB. D) Ribbon diagram of CTS Hf.
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Figure 1.5: Revised overview of the antigen processing system. The legend is as described for 
Figure 1.1. Additions include the movement of empty MHCII recycled from the cell membrane 
and alternative processing pathways, possibly due the potential binding of protein or large 
fragments to empty MHCII early in the vesicular system.
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2.1. Abstract

Antigen-presenting cells catabolize pathogens and present peptides on major histocompatibility 

class II molecules (MHCII) to CD4+ T cells to initiate the adaptive immune response. The order 

in which cleavage and binding events occur during antigen processing remains unclear. MHCII 

binding events may be limited to peptides generated upon proteolytic cleavage of the antigen in 

the endo-lysosomal system or MHCII may capture intact immunogenic proteins or large 

fragments thereof early in the process, influencing the outcome of ensuing cleavage events. We 

adapted an equilibrium-based competitive binding assay generally applied to determine peptide 

affinity to MHCII to study the interaction between the hemagglutinin (HA) from influenza A and 

the human MHCII allele HLA-DR1 (DR1) in the presence or absence of the chaperone HLA- 

DM (DM). As part of the assay requalification, we observed that the bovine serum albumin 

contained in the binding buffer interfered with accurate measurements of KD and was removed. 

With the optimized binding assay we were able to confirm that intact, native proteins can interact 

with MHCII at varying affinities and in a pH- and DM-dependent fashion, and with orthogonal 

approaches we went on to show that HA bound to MHCII with high affinity and in varying 

ratios. Taken together, our results are compatible with a model of antigen processing in which 

antigenic proteins within the endo-lysosomal compartments compete for binding to MHCII. The 

outcome of this early competition is a function of pH and DM activity and could be a method to 

substantially increase the antigenic peptidome available for MHCII presentation.

2.2. Introduction

An effective induction of the adaptive immune response is pivotal to the successful resolution of 

an infectious disease and the development of antigenic memory from infection or inoculation. 

This origination of the adaptive immune response begins when dendritic cells (DC) process 

exogenous antigen into peptides for presentation to CD4+ T cells (1). DCs take up antigen in the 

periphery as immature DCs and “mature” while migrating to a draining lymph node (2), under 

the stimulation of “danger signals”, such as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP), 

danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMP), and other triggers. This maturation includes the 

proteolytic processing of the antigen within an endo-lysosomal system (1) into peptides that bind 

to major histocompatibility class II molecules (MHCII) forming a peptide-MHCII complex 

(pMHCII) (3). The endo-lysosomal system is characterized by a decreasing pH throughout the 

processing and binding of peptides to MHCII (1). Canonically, the order of antigen processing 
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events is that the peptides are generated first, then compete for binding with MHCII. The 

chaperone molecule human leukocyte antigen-DM (HLA-DM, DM herein) modulates the 

binding of peptide, selecting for peptides of higher affinity prior to the shuttling of pMHCII to 

the cell surface for presentation to CD4+ T cells (1, 4).

Many questions remain as to the exact details and conditions of antigen processing, including the 

order of events involving cleavage and binding to MHCII. An alternate postulation to the 

canonical understanding presented above is the “epitope accessible” hypothesis. This holds that 

recycled MHCII, devoid of peptide, are taken up with antigen (1, 5), and may bind to sections of 

the proteins that are solvent accessible. Such binding events could affect the cleavage patterns of 

the proteases through shielding of cleave points or steric hindrance, hence generating a different 

peptidome available to MHCII for binding to or modulation by DM than the one established 

when the antigen is fully available to the proteolytic processing machinery (1, 4). This 

hypothesis is compatible with the evidence that the MHCII cleft is open at both ends, allowing 

for binding of peptides and proteins (6).

The first step to investigating the question of a full protein binding to MHCII and resulting in 

differential cleavage is to confirm that full proteins of interest can bind to MHCII in their native 

conformation. We had two aims; first we adapted a competitive binding assay (CBA) widely 

used to determine the binding affinity of peptides to MHCII for use with proteins and second, we 

applied the modified CBA to a variety of proteins, including our model protein, hemagglutinin 
(HA) from influenza A New Caledonia/20/99 (H1N1).

We chose to modify a competitive “europium fluoroimmunoassay for measuring binding of 

antigen to class II MHC glycoproteins” originally published by the Jensen laboratory (7). This 

assay was later altered to include 0.3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in the buffer (8). Our 
group used a further modification of 0.1% BSA in the buffer (9) and the MHCII allele HLA-DR1 

(DR1).

Direct binding assays, equilibrium dialysis, and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) have revealed 

that a number intact proteins can bind to MHCII, although denaturation was necessary for some 

proteins (10-12). Upon finding the initial results from these competitive binding assays used 

with proteins as the competitor to be very inconsistent, we investigated the buffer components. 

This report demonstrates that modification of the buffer composition is pivotal in the competitive 

binding assay for accurate IC50 for both peptides and proteins.
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2.3. Materials and Methods

2.3.1. HLA-DR1 and DM

Recombinant soluble, peptide-free HLA-DR1 and FLAG-tagged HLA-DM were expressed in a 

stably transfected Drosophila S2 cell line (13). Cells were inoculated into Schneider Drosophila 

media (Fisher(Caisson); #NC1148661) with 10% fetal bovine serum and scaled up in Hyclone 

with L-glutamine (Fisher (GE); #SH30913.02). The expression of HLA molecules was induced 

with a final concentration of 1 mM copper sulfate. Supernatant was collected, protease inhibitors 

added and DR was purified using an anti-DR antibody (L243) immunoprecipitation protocol 

(14). DM was purified using an anti-FLAG protocol as described (15).

2.3.2. Peptides and proteins

Peptides and proteins used in direct and competitive binding assays were purchased and are 

listed in Table 2.1. The biotinylated HA306-318 is derived from influenza A virus H3 subtype and 

synthesized with Fmoc chemistry. Peptides were reconstituted in 10-100% DMSO and stored at 

-20°C. Recombinant hemagglutinin protein is derived from influenza A New Caledonia/20/99 

strain of H1N1 and expressed in HEK cells.

2.3.3. Direct binding assay

Bio-HA from an initial concentration of 200 μM was serially diluted fourteen times at a 1:4 ratio 

in phosphate (pH 6.4) or citrate phosphate (pH 5.0) binding buffer (10 μM EDTA, 0.5 mM 

iodoacetamide, 0.02% sodium azide, and 0.01% Tween-20) in the presence or absence of 0.1% 

BSA. Dilutions (100 uL) were combined with an equal volume of 20 nM DR1 (for a final 

concentration of 10 nM DR1) on a low-binding 96 well plate (NUNC) and incubated for 5 days 

at 37°C. Reactions were developed using a solid phase immunoassay and streptavidin-europium 

to detect the bound bio-HA. Plates were read using a Wallac VICTOR counter (PerkinElmer 

Wallac). Saturation curves were generated and fit to logistic equation y= a/ [1+ (x/x0) b] with 

SigmaPlot from Systat Software, Inc. Each experiment represents the mean of three biological 

replicates with three to four technical replicates apiece.

2.3.4. Peptide competitive binding assay

Inhibitor peptides ranging in concentrations from 2.5 mM to 15.3 pM were incubated in a 

phosphate (pH 6.4) or citrate-phosphate binding buffer (pH 5.0) in the presence of 40 nM DR1 

and 40 nM bio-HA for 3 days at 37°C. This period of time allowed for an equilibrium of >65% 

of DR1 molecules participating in peptide binding to be reached (16). The captured bio-HA was 
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detected with the solid phase fluoroimmunoassay previously described for the direct binding 

assay. Data were fit to logistic equation y= a/ [1+ (x∕x0)^b] using SigmaPlot to obtain IC50 

values. KD values of peptides were calculated using the Cheng-Prusoff equation Kd = 
(IC50)/(1+[bioHA]/KD,bioHA) (17). KD,bioHA values at pH 6.4 (32.7 nM) and 5.0 (61.4 nM) were 

experimentally derived through a direct binding assay. Each experiment represents the mean of 

three biological replicates with three to four technical replicates apiece.

2.3.5. Protein competitive binding assay

Protein competitive binding assays used the same buffer conditions as in section 2.3.2. Protein 

inhibitors were serially diluted from 10 μM to 38 pM. Bio-HA and DR1 were at 10 μM final 

concentration with DM at a 3 fold excess to DR1. Reactions were incubated, developed, and the 

data analyzed as above.

2.3.6. Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) and Western blot

DR1 and HA protein (1:2; mol: mol) were incubated at a 1:2 ratio in phosphate binding buffer 

(pH 6.4) for 3 days at 37°C. The reaction mixture was injected into a Biologics Duoflow FPLC 

equipped with a BioRad Enrich SEC 650 column (#780-1650) with phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS) as a running buffer. Flow rate was 0.25 mL/min and 1-mL fractions were collected. 

Fractions corresponding to peaks were collected and concentrated on a 30k MWCO filter 

(Millipore Amicon; #UFC903024). A total of 4.5 ug of protein was loaded in each lane for 

separation by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Two 

identically loaded gels were run simultaneously. Transfer buffer was TBST with 10% methanol 

and blocked with Pierce protein-free blocking buffer (Thermofisher; #37572).
Antibodies against DR1α (Antibodies online; # ABIN5542623 ) and DR1β (Sigma Aldrich; # 

SAB4700664 ) were used on one blot and an Anti-H1 antibody (eEnzyme; # MIA-H1-102) was 

used to probe the second blot. Band intensities were estimated with Image J.

2.4. Results

We aimed to assess MHCII binding to a full protein and the effect of pH therein; to this aim we 

adapted an equilibrium-based competition binding assay successfully used to measure affinity of 

peptides. Conditions for competitive binding assays entailed either a phosphate (pH 6.4) or 

citrate-phosphate (pH 5.0) buffer system, and further supplemented with protease inhibitors, a 

preservative and surfactant, as well as BSA.
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Our results when using inhibitor proteins in place of peptides were initially inconsistent. 

Consequently, we evaluated the ability of BSA to bind DR1 first.

2.4.1. Binding of bovine serum albumin to DR1

We found that BSA did bind to DR1 with low affinity at pH 6.4 (Kd = 1.1 μM) and higher 

affinity at pH 5.0 (KD = 263.7 nM) (Figure 2.1). This finding led us to examine whether the 

presence of a protein capable of binding MHCII, such as BSA, interfered with the KD of peptides 

as empirically determined with either a direct binding or a competitive binding assay.

2.4.2. Direct binding of biotinylated HA306-318

Biotinylated HA306-318 (bio-HA) has a high affinity to DR1 (6) and is used as a benchmark in the 

competitive binding assays that have DR1 as the allele under investigation. Here we conducted a 

direct binding assay to determine the KD of bio-HA in the presence or absence of BSA. We 

incubated serial dilutions of bio-HA in phosphate (pH 6.4) or citrate phosphate (pH 5.0) binding 

buffer in the presence or absence of 0.1% BSA for 5 days at 37 °C. In the absence of BSA, KD 

of bio-HA at pH 6.4 was 32.7 nM while the IC50 at pH 5.0 was 61.4 nM. In contrast, in the 

presence of 0.1% BSA, the IC50 of bio-HA shifted 113 fold to 3.9 μM at pH 6.4 and 183 fold to 

11.3 μM at pH 5.0 (Figure 2.2 A). Thus, inclusion of BSA in the buffer interfered with the 

binding of bio-HA peptide to DR1.

2.4.3. Competitive binding of peptides

Given this shift in the KD of bio-HA in the presence of BSA, we questioned whether the KD of 

peptides derived from a competitive binding assay would also be shifted. We selected three 

representative peptides to use in competitive binding assays, HA91-109, HA155-169, and HA306-318 

(cold). The HA91-109 and HA155-169 peptides are derived from the New Caledonia strain of HA 

that constitutes our model protein and were chosen based on a report that they were a strong and 

an intermediate binder at pH 5.4 (18). These peptides were serially diluted and incubated with 

equimolar amounts of DR1 and bio-HA, the presence or absence of 0.1% BSA at pH 6.4 or 5.0 

for 3 days at 37°C. We found that in all cases, there was a shift in the KD of the peptides in the 

presence of BSA (Figure 2.2 B-G). T-tests were applied to determine significance between BSA 

treatments within each peptide and pH grouping and the shift in KD was significant for all six 

experiments (Figure 2.2 H).
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2.4.4. Binding of proteins in absence of BSi

Having ascertained that the presence of BSi in the binding buffers affects the results of 

competitive assays, we turned to investigating the binding of intact, native proteins to DR1. We 

chose the readily available proteins human serum albumin (HSi), ovalbumin (OVi) and human 

insulin (INS) (Figure 2.3). The protocol for the peptide competitive binding assay was altered to 

decrease the concentration of DR1 and bio-Hi from 80 nM to 20 nM and the initial 

concentration of proteins were set at 20 μM to prevent any aggregation of proteins due to high 

concentration. This is distinct from the initial concentrations of peptides used in this assay which 

can range from 80 μM to greater than 5 mM. Despite a 4-fold reduction in the difference 

between DR/bio-Hi concentration and the initial dilution of the competing peptide or protein, 

the assay was still successful in measuring protein binding to DR1.

is shown in Figure 2.3, we found that all three proteins bound to DR1 at pH 5.0, while only 

HSi and OVi bound at the higher pH of 6.4. it low pH, insulin can undergo a conformational 

change allowing for aggregation (19), possibly resulting in the ability of DR1 to capture this 

protein. These results confirm and expand the previous observations that MHCII are able to bind 

native proteins with biologically relevant affinity.

2.4.5. Binding of Hi in absence of BSi

Having successfully adapted the competitive binding assay to measuring protein 

interaction with MHCII, we explored the binding of our model protein Hi to DR1. is shown in 

Figure 2.4, native Hi can bind with DR1 at high affinity, at pH 6.4 and 5.0 in the presence and 

absence of the chaperone DM (Figure 2.4 i-B). Taking this a step further, we considered 

whether a single Hi molecule could present two or more DR1 epitopes such that multiple DR1 

could be bound to Hi simultaneously. We co-incubated DR1 and Hi and separated the 

complexes by molecular weight by FPLC (Figure 2.4 C). The trace indicates that multiple 

complexes of differing molecular weights were formed during the incubation of Hi and DR1. 

The fractions containing the distinct weight complexes were collected, concentrated and 
separated with SDS-PiGE, followed by Western blotting (Figure 2.4 D-E). DR1 is a 

heterodimer and results in paired bands for the α and β subunits when separated by 

electrophoresis. Hi, will for the most part, remain intact and migrate as a 72 kDa band. The 

bands from the Western blot were quantified using Image J, the pixel intensity was plotted and 

ratios of DR1 to Hi were determined (Figure 2.4 F). We determined that Hi does bind with up 
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to two DR1 molecules at the same time. Our findings are in line with a literature report showing 

that the subunit HA2 can concurrently bind DR1 and DR3 (10).

2.5. Discussion

The order of events during antigen processing remains unclear. Possibilities range from 

complete cleavage of proteins prior to competition for binding to MHCII to intact proteins 

binding to MHCII prior to cleavage and encompass all variations between the two extremes 

listed here. To elucidate the possibilities, it is necessary to demonstrate that intact, native 

proteins are capable of binding to MHCII. Each potential scenario could lead to alternate 

peptides being generated and selected for presentation to CD4+ T cells, impacting the overall 

adaptive immune response. Published reports have established that a select few proteins (10-12, 

20) are able to bind to MHCII. We sought to establish that our model protein, HA, was also 

capable of binding to MHCII in an intact, native conformation. To meet this aim, we adjusted a 

europium-based CBA, commonly used with peptides, for use with proteins. We found that BSA 

in the buffer was a confounding component.

Albumin is widely used in molecular and cellular research as well as in pharmacology. Serum 

albumin has the capacity to non-specifically bind a large range of hydrophobic, anionic small 

molecules (21). Consequently, serum albumin binding must be evaluated in drug trials to 

determine the concentration of the drug free to interact with the physiological target (22). 

Alternately, albumin binding can be leveraged for stabilizing a drug (21, 23) or enhancing cell 

culture (24). BSA, milk proteins, or collagen are extensively used in molecular assays such as 

ELISAs or Western blots utilizing antibodies to stabilize proteins or block surfaces. Albumins 

are frequently employed as a stabilizer in antibody preparations for shipment and storage (23). 

Additionally, serum albumin is used in T cell assays during scale up of cells, but this use has 

been called into question (25, 26). Here we indicate that care should be taken when designing 

buffers for use with MHCII affinity studies to ensure that no buffer components can interact with 

the binding groove the MHCII and alter the apparent outcome of the experiment.

In the absence of albumin, the europium fluoroimmunoassay was a successful method for 

determining the affinity of a variety of proteins to DR1. All the albumin proteins, human, bovine 

and chicken, were able to bind to MHCII with low affinity. However, the degree of affinity of 

the protein for DR1, not only varied by pH, but also was not consistent between proteins. 

Whereas the effect of pH on the binding of pre-cut peptides has been investigated and for the 
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most part correlated to the changes in MHCII binding groove flexibility (27, 28) in the case of 

proteins the explanation for this phenomenon could be more complex. For example, HSA 

showed lower affinity at pH 6.4 than pH 5.0, whereas OVA had the opposite pattern. Human 

insulin did not bind at pH 6.4, but did with moderate affinity at pH 5.0. Insulin is known to 

aggregate at low pH, providing an explanation in this one case for the difference in binding by 

pH (19). For the albumins, it is not clear if the binding differences by pH are due to structural 

changes in the proteins or changes in the MHCII structural lability.

Of the proteins we tested, it is notable that native hemagglutinin was able to bind with high 

affinity in the absence and presence of DM at multiple pH, reflecting the changing pH conditions 

in the endo-lysosomal system of antigen processing. Additionally, HA provided two epitopes to 

simultaneously bind two DR1 molecules. These data could indicate that early capture of HA by 

MHCII in the endo-lysosomal system may alter the protease activity and antigen processing 

outcomes. If substantiated, such a mechanism supports a hypothesis whereby multiple pathways 

of antigen processing in which the various molecular determinants of immunodominance, such 

as proteolytic enzymes and HLA-DM, are active to varying degrees. This would result in a 

broad peptidome generated for MHCII binding and presentation.
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2.6. Figures

Figure 2.1: Competitive binding assay; bovine serum albumin. Experimental data are the means 
of three replicates and error bars indicate standard deviation.
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Figure 2.2: BSA alters KD of peptides. Competitive Binding assays in the presence or absence 
of BSA at pH 6.4 and pH 5.0. Experimental data are the means of three replicates. A) Direct 
binding assay of bio-HA. B-C) Binding of HA91-109. D-E) Binding assay of HA155-169. F-G) 
Binding assay of HA306-318. H) T-tests: HA91-109; pH 6.4; (t=15.4, df=2, P=0.0042) & pH 5.0; 
(t=5.1, df=2, P=0.0368), HA155-169; pH 6.4; (t=8, df=2, P=0.0133) & pH 5.0; (t=5.2, df=2, 
P=0.0349), HA306-318; pH 6.4 (t=32.7, df=2, P=0.0009) & pH 5.0; (t=23.5, df=2, P=0.0018). I) 
KD of each peptide by treatment.
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Figure 2.3: Protein competitive binding assays. Protein competitive binding assays.
Experimental data are the means of three replicates. A) Human serum albumin; KD of 924.0 nM 
at pH 6.4 and 668.7 nM at pH 5.0. B) Ovalbumin; KD of 339.4 nM at pH 6.4 and 619.8 nM at pH 
5.0. C) Human insulin; non-binding at pH 6.4 and has a KD of 198.6 nM at pH 5.0.
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Figure 2.4: Competitive binding assay of native HA protein. A-B) Competitive binding assay of 
native HA protein at pH 6.4 & 5.0, in the presence or absence of DM. Experimental data are the 
means of three replicates. C) FPLC trace. D-E) Western blots probed for αDR1 and βDR1 or 
HA. F) Ratios of HA to DR1 as quantified from the pixel intensities of Western blot bands.
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2.7. Table
Table 2.1: Proteins and peptide sources

Peptide/Protein Item Supplier Item #

HA91-109 (Swsyivetpnpengtcyp) ABI Scientific Inc n/a
HA155-169 (Ngkssfyrnllwltgkng) ABI Scientific Inc n/a
Ovalbumin (OVA - from chicken egg) Sigma Aldrich A5503-1G

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) VWR 97061-420

Recombinant human serum albumin (HSA) eEnzyme HSA-lr

Human Insulin Sigma Aldrich #91077c

Influenza HlNl Hemagglutinin (HA) protein Sino Biological 11683-V08H
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3.1. Abstract

pathogen-derived peptides presented by MHCII that are best able to activate cognate CD4+ T 

cells and initiate an adaptive immune response are termed immunodominant. The exact 

mechanisms and molecular determinants of antigen processing that contribute to 

immunodominance remain unclear. Recently, attention has been called to the events of 

proteolytic cleavage as a potential determinant. Here, we compare data generated through 

cleavage of hemagglutinin from influenza A, at varying pH and over a twenty-four hour time 

period in the presence of cathepsin B, H and S, to an immunodominant hierarchy previously 

established with an ex-vivo mouse model. we show that cleavage alone does not directly predict 

immunodominance, however resistance to digestion emerged as a determinant of 

immunodominance. Moreover, pH conditions contribute toshaping the peptidome available for 

MHCII binding and the size of the pools of unique peptides associated with immunodominance. 

These differences suggest the presence of multiple antigen processing pathways through which 

resistance to proteolytic cleavage and peptide redundancy may result in a more diverse 

peptidome for presentation.

3.2. Introduction

Central to the initiation of adaptive immunity is the presentation of exogenously derived peptides 

by molecules of the major histocompatibility class II (MHCII) to CD4+ T cells. A detailed 

comprehension of the process leading to antigen presentation would contribute to more effective 

treatment of disease and development of vaccines or protein-based drugs. The process starts 

when foreign antigens are taken up by dendritic cells (DC) (1). The antigen processing occurs in 

an endo-lysosomal system characterized by pH decreasing from 6.8 in early endosomes to as low 

as 4.6 in the late endosomes and the presence of proteases and reductases (2). Catabolism of 

antigen yields a selection of peptides that are available to bind to MHCII molecules to form 
peptide-MHCII (pMHCII) complexes (1). In the most acidic vesicles, called MHCII 

compartments (MIIC), a chaperone molecule, the human leukocyte antigen DM (DM), 

modulates the binding of peptides and selects for those with higher affinity (3).

presented peptides vary in their ability to strongly elicit a T cell response. Those best able to 

evoke strong T cell activation are termed “immunodominant” (4). The molecular determinants 

of peptide selection and presentation include the affinity of peptide to MHCII (5), and the 

resistance to removal from the MCHII binding groove by DM (6). Recently an additional factor, 
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the generation of the peptidome through the action of protease cleavage, has been investigated 

(7,8). The degree to which enzymatic cleavage of pathogen derived proteins contribute to 

immunodominance has not been fully elucidated.

Intuitively, we would expect that the degradation of pathogen-derived proteins and the 

subsequently generated peptides would play a role in the generation of immunodominant 

peptides. In some manner, the peptides must remain intact long enough to be captured by 

MHCII and presented to T cells. Here we isolate the single variable of cleavage to compare this 

impact on 1) the generation of the peptidome available to bind to MHCII prior to presentation 

and 2) to an established immunodominant hierarchy. This immunodominance hierarchy was 

determined for hemagglutinin (HA) from influenza A/New Caledonia/20/99 (H1N1) using 

humanized mice expressing the human leukocyte antigen DR1 (DR1). In brief, mice were 

inoculated with influenza and after recovery, spleens were harvested and CD4+ T cells isolated. 

A library of 18-mer peptides, overlapping by 7 residues, and derived from the HA sequence was 

developed. Fibroblasts were induced to express DR1 and co-incubated with peptides and T cells 

in an eli-spot assay to determine degree of T cell activation. The peptide that elicited the greatest 

response was normalized as 100%. Peptides eliciting less than 5% response were considered 

negative, those with a 6-24% response rate were categorized as weak, whereas peptides with 25

60% and greater than 61% were classified subdominant and immunodominant, respectively (9). 

Employing three cysteine proteases, cathepsins (CTS) B, CTS H, and CTS S, we created a time 

course of digestion of HA at pH 6.4 and 5.0 over twenty-four hours. In general, cysteine 

cathepsins are “unspecific”, cleaving after hydrophobic and basic amino acid residues and 

preferentially bind hydrophobic residues in the active site flanking positions (10). CTS B is 

reported to be found in early vesicles in the endosomal system (11) that functions as a weak 

endopeptidase (12) at mildly acidic conditions (13) and a dipeptidyl carboxypeptidase at acidic 

conditions (11). CTS H is described as an aminopeptidase in lysosomes (11) as well as 

functioning as an endopeptidase at mildly acidic conditions (14). CTS S is found throughout the 

entirety of the endo-lysosomal system and is an endopeptidase capable of cleavage activity at 

neutral to acidic conditions (11,15). The resulting data sets of peptides were compared to the 

immunodominance hierarchy as previously established. Important elements that correlate to 

immunodominance include pH and cathepsin resistance.
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3.3. Materials and Methods
3.3.1. Proteins

Active CTS B and H were purchased from AbCam (#ab90387 and # ab90385 respectively), 

active CTS S was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (#21934325UG) and recombinant HA was 
purchased from Sino Biological (#11683-V08H).

3.3.2. Cathepsin Digest Kinetic Analysis

Hemagglutinin (42 μg) in phosphate (pH 6.4) or citrate-phosphate (pH 5.0) buffers with 4 mM 

EDTA and 600 mM L-cysteine was digested by CTS B (0.83μM), CTS H (0.83μM), and CTS S 

(0.42μM) for 2 minutes, 8 minutes, 20 minutes, 1 hour, 3 hours, 6 hours, 16 hours or 24 hours. 

Reactions were quenched with the irreversible protease inhibitor L-trans-epoxysuccinyl- 

leucylamido(4-guanidino)butane (E-64) (Sigma Aldrich, # E3132-1MG) to a final concentration 

of 28 μM. Samples were frozen in dry ice and stored at -80°C until shipment.

3.3.3. Enzymatic “In Liquid” Digestion

Cathepsin-digested Influenza Hemagglutinin (HA) samples (45 μg HA input) were precipitated 

with TCA/Acetone (10% TCA / 50% Acetone final) on ice for 45 minutes, spun down 10 

minutes at max speed and protein pellets were washed twice, with successive centrifugation, first 

with cold acetone then with cold methanol. The generated pellet was solubilized for protein 
denaturation in 20 μl of 8M Urea / 50 mM NH4HCO3 (pH8.5) / 1 mM TrisHCl. Reduction of 

disulfide bonds was carried out by addition of 2.5 μl of 25 mM DTT, 30.5 μl of 25 mM 

NH4HCO3 (pH8.5) and 5 μl of methanol. Samples were incubated at 52°C for 15 minutes then 

cooled on ice to room temperature. A deglycosylation step followed by addition of 2.0 μl [20U] 

of PNGase F (Promega) and incubation for 2 hours at 37°C. Alkylation of reduced cysteine 

thiols was accomplished next with 3 μl addition of 55 mM Chloroacetamide (CAA) in 25 mM 

NH4HCO3 (pH 8.5) and incubation at room temperature in darkness for 15 minutes. Reactions 

were quenched with 8μl of 25 mM DTT in 25 mM NH4HCO3 (pH8.5). Subsequently 10 μl of 

Trypsin/LysC solution [100 ng∕μl 1:1 Trypsin (Promega) : LysC (FujiFilm) mix in 25 mM 

NH4HCO3] and 19 μl of 25mM NH4HCO3 (pH 8.5) was added to 100 μl final volume. 

Digestions were conducted for 2 hours at 42°C, then an additional 5 μl of trypsin/LysC solution 

was added and digestion proceeded o∕n at 37°C. Reactions were terminated by acidification with 
2.5% Trifluoroacetic acid [TFA] to 0.3% final. Digests were cleaned up using OMIX C18 SPE 

cartridges (Agilent) per manufacturer protocol and eluted in 20 μl of 50/50/0.1%
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ACN/H2O/TFA. Samples were dried to completion in the speed-vac and finally reconstituted in 

90 μl of 0.1% formic acid.

3.3.4. Nano Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry/ Mass Spectrometry (NanoLC- 

MS/MS)

peptides were analyzed by nanoLC-MS/MS using the Agilent 1100 nanoflow system (Agilent) 

connected to a hybrid linear ion trap-orbitrap mass spectrometer (LTQ-Orbitrap Elite™, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) equipped with an EASY-Spray™ electrospray source (held at constant 35°C). 

Chromatography of peptides prior to mass spectral analysis was accomplished using capillary 

emitter columns (PepMap® C18, 3μM, 100Å, 150 x 0.075mm, Thermo Fisher Scientific) onto 

which 1 μl of extracted peptides was automatically loaded. The NanoHPLC system delivered 

solvents A: 0.1% (v/v) formic acid , and B: 99.9% (v/v) acetonitrile, 0.1% (v/v) formic acid at 

0.50 μL∕min to load the peptides (over a 30 minute period) and 0.3μl∕min to elute peptides 

directly into the nano-electrospray with gradual gradient from 0% (v/v) B to 30% (v/v) B over 80 

minutes and concluded with 5 minute fast gradient from 30% (v/v) B to 50% (v/v) B at which 

time a 5 minute flash-out from 50-95% (v/v) B took place. As peptides eluted from the HPLC- 

column/electrospray source survey MS scans were acquired in the Orbitrap with a resolution of 

120,000 followed by CID-type MS2 fragmentation of 30 most intense peptides detected in the 

MS1 scan from 350 to 1800 m/z; redundancy was limited by dynamic exclusion.

3.3.5. Control for tryptic digest

HA was catabolized in phosphate buffer (pH 6.4) or citrate-phosphate buffer (pH 5.0) for 1h, 

quenched, stored and shipped as described in section 2.2. Sampling handling proceeded as 

described in section 2.3 with the replacement of trypsin/Lys-C with the endopeptidase Glu-C. 

Glu-C does not cleave after arginine or lysine, allowing us to distinguish the cathepsin-cleaved 

basic residues from the trypsin or Lys-C cleavages. Control (Glu-C) cleavage profiles were 

aligned with the one hour tryptic digest cleavage profiles and arginine or lysine cleavages in the 

Glu-C were recorded as cathepsin derived rather than tryptic. Any arginine or lysine cleavage 

points not found in the Glu-C controls were discarded from the data sets.

3.3.6. Data Analysis

Raw MS∕MS data were converted to mgf file format using MSConvert (ProteoWizard: Open 

Source Software for Rapid Proteomics Tools Development). Resulting mgf files were used to 

search against Uniprot UP5640 Homo sapiens amino acid sequence database appended with
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Influenza A virus Hemagglutinin protein sequence (96,822 total entries) plus common 

Repository of Adventitious Proteins database, cRAP (116 total entries) using in-house Mascot 

search engine 2.7.0 [Matrix Science] with semi-tryptic digest specificity, fixed cysteine 

carbamidomethylation and variable methionine oxidation plus Asparagine and Glutamine 

deamidation. Peptide mass tolerance was set at 10 ppm and fragment mass at 0.6 Da. Protein 

annotations, significance of identification and spectral based quantification was done with help 

of Scaffold software (version 4.11.0, Proteome Software Inc., Portland, OR). Peptide 

identifications were accepted if they could be established at greater than 85.0% probability to 

achieve an FDR less than 1.0% by the Scaffold Local FDR algorithm. Protein identifications 

were accepted if they could be established at greater than 5.0% probability to achieve an FDR 

less than 1.0% and contained at least 2 identified peptides. Protein probabilities were assigned 

by the Protein Prophet algorithm (16). Proteins that contained similar peptides and could not be 

differentiated based on MS/MS analysis alone were grouped to satisfy the principles of 

parsimony.
3.4. Results 

We evaluated the impact of proteolytic cleavage on the development of the peptidome available 

for capture by MHCII and on the establishment of T cell epitope immunodominance. Using the 

combination of CTS B, CTS H and CTS S in phosphate buffer (pH 6.4) or citrate-phosphate 

buffer (pH 5.0), we digested hemagglutinin from influenza A/New Caledonia/20/99 (H1N1) over 

a series of eight time points covering a twenty four hour time period. Three cysteine cathepsins 

(CTS), B, H and S (17) were selected to work in concert at pH 6.4, mimicking an early 

endosome and pH 5.0 such as is found in deeper lysosomal compartments of an antigen

presenting cell (APC). The digested samples were subjected to deglycosylation, a further 

digestion by trypsin/lys-C, and the generated peptides were sequenced with mass spectrometry. 

By generating in-vitro cleavage data sets at varying pH and comparing these to an established 

immunodominance hierarchy, we investigated the impact of pH and cathepsin resistance on 

immunodominance as a method of illuminating antigen processing pathways and the 

determinants of immunodominance itself.
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3.4.1. Correlation of peptides generated through cathepsin catalysis to the immunodominant 

hierarchy

Figure 3.1 A relates the full data sets of peptides at each time point and pH to the 

immunodominant hierarchy as reported by Richards et al., 2007. The color code of the hierarchy 

ranges from black, indicating a peptide that does not stimulate a T cell response, to purple for a 

weak response to yellow for a subdominant response and finally to red for the peptides able to 

elicit the strongest, or immunodominant, response from CD4+ T cells. At a rapid assessment of 

the heat map, it is evident that a pH effect exists, whereby more peptides are generated at the pH 

6.4 (166) than at pH 5.0 (150), regardless of the dominance status of the peptides (Figure 3.1 B). 

Consideration of the immunodominance hierarchy indicates that there is no clear pattern of more 

peptides corresponding to either the yellow subdominant or red immunodominant sections over 

the black negative or purple weak sequences of HA. However, there are some intriguing 

instances where a higher number of peptides are consistent with either a yellow (subdominant) or 

red (immunodominant) section or occur just prior to one of these sections. In some subdominant 

sections, there appear to be few peptides produced.

3.4.2. Correspondence of selected experimental peptides to specific peptides from the 

immunodominance hierarchy

The full data sets of peptides contained many sequences that were either too short to effectively 

interact with DR1 or were long polypeptides. To align our data sets with those of peptides eluted 

from antigen-presenting cells, we narrowed the experimental peptides to create new data sets. 

The MHCII binding groove accepts a core peptide of nine residues in length (18) and is open at 

both ends, allowing for longer peptides to bind (19). Peptides as long as twenty-four residues 

have been eluted from MHCII (20). We restricted the empirical data sets to only those peptides 

that were between nine and twenty-four residues in length. We refined the data sets further by 

considering only those peptides that had a nonamer overlap (21) with the selected peptides from 

the immunodominance library. All conclusions drawn from this point forward are from these 

refined data sets. We selected specific peptides from the ex-vivo mouse immunodominance 

library (Table 3.1) for comparison to the empirical data sets.

The restricted dataset confirmed that more peptides that are of an appropriate length to bind to 

DR1 were generated at higher pH (Figure 3.1 B), but that there is no significant difference in 
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numbers of peptides released through cleavage within each pH between categories of 

immunodominance.

3.4.3. Assessment of cathepsin susceptibility and/or resistance in immunodominance

We turned our attention to the rate at which peptides are released through cleavage to determine 

if peptides of subdominant or immunodominant status occur at markedly higher numbers than 

negative or weak status peptides, allowing for mass action to play a role in peptide selection. As 

shown in Figure 3.2 A, we found that peptides of suitable length to bind MHCII are released 

through protease activity at a faster rate at higher pH, although there is no significant difference 

in rate at a given pH between categories of immunodominance. Next, we wondered if resistance 

to cathepsin activity was a driving force in the selection of immunodominant peptides. We 

compared the numbers of peptides remaining after 16 and 24 hours of digestion at both pH to the 

panel of selected peptides from the immunodominance library (Figure 3.2 B). We determined 

that there is a trend of higher numbers of protease-resistant peptides in the subdominant and 

immunodominant categories than in the negative or weak categories at both pH (Figure 3.2 C).

3.4.4. Effects of pH on peptidomes

There is evidence that peptides are generated through multiple possible pathways within the 

antigen processing system (15,22,23). Our experimental approach enabled us to address this 

multiple pathway model because we produced data sets at varying pH. We evaluated the data 

sets for unique and shared experimental peptides between pH for each of the subdominant and 

immunodominant peptides from the immunodominance hierarchy library (Figure 3.3 A). 

Peptides designated “shared” were found at both pH whereas peptides termed “unique” were 

discovered at only one pH. Notably, all peptides of immunodominant status were empirically 

represented by unique peptides at either pH. Two of the immunodominant peptides were 

represented by a greater number of unique peptides at pH 6.4 while the other two 

immunodominant peptides showed the opposite case. By contrast, in the subdominant category, 

only one peptide (p19) was represented by unique peptides at both pH. Moreover, all but one 

subdominant peptide was represented by a higher quantity of unique peptides generated at the 

higher pH of 6.4. To better understand the implications of this division of unique peptides by 

pH, we calculated the ratio of unique to shared peptides (Figure 3.3 B) for both pH. This 

assessment revealed that there were more unique peptides generated for the immunodominant 

category than the subdominant category at both pH (Figure 3.3 B-C).
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3.5. Discussion

The molecular determinants of immunodominance have not been fully elucidated. The impact of 

protease cleavage and subsequent generation of the peptidome available to bind to MHCII has 

recently been taken under consideration as a variable of significance. We compared empirically 

generated data sets of cathepsin-cleavage-derived peptides to an immunodominance hierarchy 

established ex-vivo from a humanized DR1 mouse model for hemagglutinin from influenza A. 

Our data indicate that cleavage as a single variable does not have enough power to directly 

predict immunodominance. While there were some intriguing differences in total peptides 

generated between the immunodominance categories, none of these differences were significant. 

Additionally, within a single immunodominance rank, there are marked differences between 

peptides. This observation supports the hypothesis that the generation of peptides for binding is 

not a controlling factor for the determination of immunodominance. Likewise, the rate of release 

of peptides is not different by immunodominance category, so the timing of peptide availability 

to MHCII binding is not a molecular determinant. Instead, there is a noteworthy pH effect, as 

evidenced by the observations that the total number of peptides released, regardless of 

immunodominance status, was higher at pH 6.4 than at pH 5.0 and the rate of release was also 

faster at the higher pH. The existence of alternate pathways of antigen processing has been 

postulated as a result of a variety of cellular assays. It has been shown that some epitopes can be 

presented through a pathway that recycles MHCII from the cell surface, but that other epitopes, 

even within the same protein, need to progress through the MIIC (22,24,25). The pH-related 

phenomenon showcased by our data has implications for generating a wider peptidome, 

depending on the exact circumstances of antigen processing within the endo-lysosomal system of 
a DC.

Cathepsin resistance has been postulated as a factor in the MHCII available peptidome (26). 

Multiple studies have found that endogenous peptides are destroyed by antigen processing, 

contributing to tolerance through the mechanism of preventing the presentation of these peptides 

in the periphery (27,28). In one example, cleavage by the host APC appears to have been 

leveraged by a pathogen for immune evasion (29). In spite of this particular example, it is 

thought that if specific exogenously-derived peptides are resistant to protease action, then they 

will always be present for binding and also present in higher relative concentration to other 

peptides. If these peptides also exhibit resistance to DM activity, the greater relative 
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concentration may drive binding and potentially presentation through mass action and result in 

immunodominance (26). We found that the subdominant and immunodominant categories 

showed higher numbers of cathepsin-resistant peptides at 16 hours and 24 hours of digestion. 

Yet, once again, this finding was not true across all peptides within a particular 

immunodominance classification, indicating that cathepsin resistance alone is not the sole 

variable driving the selection of immunodominant peptides.

Our data showed differences in the composition of peptidomes at varying pH with a higher ratio 

of unique peptides by pH for immunodominant over subdominant peptides. Peptides eluted from 

MHCII are often found in “clusters” that share a common binding core (30). Our data support 

the possibility that immunodominant peptides may be derived from larger clusters, offering a 

wider range of similar peptides for T cell perusal and increasing the chances of a T cell to find its 

cognate antigen.

The finding that cleavage alone does not appear to constitute a robust enough variable to drive 

peptide selection for immunodominance is somewhat surprising, but this work has highlighted 

that antigen processing within a cell is a very nuanced affair. We propose a model of antigen 

processing in which redundancy plays a strong role. Employment of multiple pathways of 

processing would result in a more diverse peptidome for presentation. These pathways might 

include a mix of cathepsin-resistant peptides being presented alongside those that have had 

cleavage points shielded, either through early capture by MHCII or by the conformation of the 

protein itself. Additionally, the production of unique peptidomes could be presented either 

through a recycling pathway where the peptides are not exposed to the binding modulating 

chaperone DM, or those same peptides might bind early, allowing for a more stable and DM 

resistant conformation of the peptide-MHCII complex to form prior to progressing through the 

MIIC on the way to presentation. The differences spotlighted in this work provide evidence of 

mechanisms by which the pool of peptides for presentation is enhanced and redundancy may be 

a feature of antigen processing.
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3.6. Figures

Figure 3.1: Correlation of catabolized peptides to immunodominance hierarchy. A) Across the 
top, the color code for immunodominance hierarchy is superimposed on the sequence of the 
hemagglutinin protein. Red represents the stretches of the sequence that are “immunodominant” 
and best at eliciting a T cell response, yellow is subdominant, purple is weak and grey is 
negative. Blue indicates the amino acid residues found at each digest time point and pH. More 
intense blue indicates a higher number of amino acids, each comprising part of an individual 
peptide. B) Further analysis of generated peptides are restricted to those peptides that are 
between 9 and 24 residues in length and overlap designated 18-mer sequences from the 
immunodominant hierarchy by at least 9 residues. Representative peptides and their sequences 
from the library are listed in Table 3.1. Graph indicates the averaged number of peptides 
liberated through cleavage per immunodominant status at pH 6.4 and 5.0.
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Figure 3.2: Estimation of cathepsin susceptibility and/or resistance. A) Percentage of peptides 
liberated over the time course as per Figure 3.1 and with a length of 9 amino acids or longer. 
Yellow triangles represent the time point where ≥60% of total peptides has been released. This 
threshold was set based on cleavage data from pH 6.4 at the 20-minute mark. B) Peptides that 
demonstrated cathepsin resistance after 16 or 24 hours were quantified and sorted by 
immunodominance category. Blue indicates the total number of peptides. C) Total numbers of 
peptides generated, by pH and time point, and binned in categories of Weak/Negative or 
Subdominant/Immunodominant.
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Figure 3.3: Assessment of unique and shared peptidomes by pH. A) Venn diagram: blue circles 
represent peptides found only at pH 6.4, red circles show only unique peptides at pH 5.0 and the 
overlapping white areas indicate those peptides that were found at both pH. B) From Figure 3.3 
A, the ratio of unique to shared peptides at each pH was calculated. More intense blue indicates 
a higher number of unique versus shared peptides. C) Total unique peptides in subdominant and 
immunodominant categories released at pH 6.4 and 5.0.
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3.7. Table

Table 3.1: Peptides from immunodominance library. Selected peptides from the previously 

described immunodominance hierarchy are considered for comparison to empirical cleavage data

Designator Sequence Residues Immunodominance Status

Neg p4 22-39 Igyhannstvdtvtvlek negative

Neg p48 330-347 Mvtglrnipsiqsrglfg negative

Neg p53 365-382 Ygyhhqneqgsgyaadqk negative

Neg p68 470-487 Knnakeigngcfefyhkc negative

Neg p74 512-529 Nrekidgvklesmgvyqi negative

Wk p7 43-60 Vthsvnlledshngklcl weak

Wk p10 64-81 Iaplqlgnqsvagwilgn weak

Wk p40 279-291 Srgfgsgiitsnapmdec weak

Wk p43 295-312 Cqtpqgainsslpfqnvh weak

SD p14 91-109 Swsyivetpnpengtcyp subdominant

SD p19 127-143 Sferfeifpkesswpnht subdominant

SD p29 197-214 Hppnignqralyhtenay subdominant

SD p37 253-270 Gdtiifeangnliapwya subdominant

SD p38 260-276 Angnliapwyfalsrgf subdominant

SD p57 393-410 Nkvnsviekmntqftavg subdominant

IM p23 155-169 Ngkssfyrnllwltgkng immunodominant

IM p24 162-179 Rnllwltgknglypnlsk immunodominant

IM p30 204-221 Qralyhtenayvsvvssh immunodominant

IM p63 435-452 Wtynaellvllenertld immunodominant

IM p64 441-458 Lvllenertldfhdsnvk immunodominant
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4.1. Abstract

Naïve CD4+ T cells are activated by select pathogen-derived peptides, termed immunodominant, 

presented by MHCII molecules. Two non-mutually exclusive models of MHCII-peptide complex 

formation in the endosome suggest that 1) pre-cleaved peptides compete for MHCII binding or 

2) epitopes are captured by MHCII prior to proteolytic degradation of the antigen. We applied a 

cell-free antigen processing to an HLA-DR1/HA system to investigate these models utilizing two 

approaches: “bind first, cleave second” (B1C2) and “cleave first, bind second” (C1B2) at two pH 

points corresponding to early and late antigen-processing endosomes and in the presence and 

absence of the chaperone HLA-DM. Our data do not strongly support a “B1C2” model, but an 

evident pH effect was in play as well as pH-specific role for DM where “B1C2” peptides were 

all susceptible to DM, but not the “C1B2” peptides. Our results clearly imply multiple avenues 

of antigen processing within the endo-lysosomal system.

4.2. Introduction

The presentation of a foreign antigen-derived peptide by a major histocompatibility class II 

(MHCII) molecule on the surface of an antigen-presenting cell (APC) to a CD4+ T cell is a 

cornerstone event in the adaptive immune response to infection or vaccination (1). Epitopes that 

excel at activating CD4+ T cells are termed “immunodominant”. The exact determinants of 

immunodominance have been under investigation for decades and include peptide length and 

sequence, susceptibility to cathepsins, peptide affinity to MHCII, resistance to DM, affinity of p- 

MHCII to T cell receptor and the memory T cell repertoire and cross-reactivity (2). The 

processing of antigens occurs in an endo-lysosomal system (3), where internalized pathogens are 

subject to an increasingly acidic and reducing environment and exposed to a variety of proteases 

and reductases (4, 5). MHCII are found within this system, both recycled empty from the cell 

surface (6) and available for binding interactions early in the process as well as newly 

synthesized and available for binding in the MHCII compartment (MIIC) after proteolytic 

degradation of the invariant chain chaperone (7). Also present in the MIIC is the peptide-binding 
modulator, human leukocyte antigen DM (HLA-DM, DM herein) (8). Peptides bound to MHCII, 

which also resist the action of removal by DM, are shuttled to the cell surface for presentation to 
T cells (9).

The precise mechanisms and order of events within antigen processing are not fully elucidated. 

Three models have emerged to explain these events; the “determinant capture” model (10), 
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which has matured into the “epitope accessibility” model (11, 12) and the “kinetic stability” 

model (13). The “determinant capture” model proposes that MHcii captures locally unfolded 

stretches of the protein sequence prior to proteolytic degradation (10). The “epitope 

accessibility” model incorporates the concept that sequences embedded in a protein must be 

accessible to binding by MHcii and/or protease activity, whether this is due to solvent exposure 

or unfolding events (2). The “kinetic stability” framework puts forward the view that stability of 

the peptide-MHcii interaction is the decisive factor in immunodominance (13).

We applied a cell free antigen processing system (cFAps) (14) to address the question of 

whether MHcii captures proteins first, followed by digestion or if degradation is a necessary 

step prior to MHcii binding. in one set of treatments, human leukocyte antigen DR1 (HLA- 

DR1, DR1) was allowed to pre-bind to native, intact hemagglutinin (HA) from the New 

caledonia 20/99 H1N1 influenza A strain, followed by exposure to a mixture of the cysteine 

cathepsins B (cTs B), a carboxypeptidase, cTs H, an aminopeptidase, and cTs s, an 

endopeptidase. in the second approach, HA was catabolized by cTs, quenched and then the 

peptides were allowed to compete for binding to MHcii. Treatment variables included two pH 

points, pH 6.4 as is found in an early endosome and pH 5.0 as is typical of the late endosomal 

stage Miic (15) and the presence or absence of DM. peptides were eluted from the MHcii and 

sequenced with Lc/Ms/Ms. The resulting peptides were compared to an ex-vivo 

immunodominance hierarchy previously established for this strain of HA. We found a strong pH 

effect as well as a strong influence by DM, that combined, argue for pathway redundancies built 

into antigen processing.

4.3. Materials and Methods

4.3.1. HLA-DR1 and DM

s2 drosophila cells line stably transfected with recombinant HLA-DR1 and DM (16) were 

inoculated into schneider medium (Fisher(caisson); #Nc1148661) with 10% fetal bovine serum 
and scaled up with Hyclone with L-glutamine (Fisher (GE); #sH30913.02). Expression of DR1 

and DM was induced with a final concentration of 1 mM copper sulfate. protease inhibitors 

were added to the collected supernatant and DR1 was affinity purified using an anti-DR1 

antibody, L243 (17). DM was immunoprecipitated using an anti-FLAG protocol (18).
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4.3.2. Cell free antigen processing system

We modified the cell free antigen processing system (CFAPS) published in 2015 by Kim et al. 

(14). In short, the three cysteine cathepsins, B, H and S stand in for the proteases found in the 

antigen processing system. CTS B functions as an endopeptidase at mildly acidic conditions (19, 

20) and as well as a carboxypeptidase across the acidic pH spectrum (4). CTS H is an 

aminopeptidase with some endopeptidase activity at mild pH (4, 21) and CTS S is an 

endopeptidase with a broad range of pH activity (4, 22). CFAPS studies were conducted in 

phosphate buffer, pH 6.4 and citrate-phosphate buffer, pH 5.0; both with 4.5 mM EDTA, 6 mM 

L-cysteine, 0.01% sodium azide. Figure 4.1 illustrates the workflow and the accompanying table 

lists final concentrations, suppliers and item numbers of the proteins and the irreversible 

cathepsin inhibitor L-trans-epoxysuccinyl-leucylamido(4-guanidino)butane  (E-64). Binding 

times for HA and DR1 as well as DR1 and peptides were set to 18 hours and E-64 was added 

after 6 hours of digestion at 37°C in each line of treatment. Immunoprecipitation of peptide- 

DR1 complexes was accomplished through first adjusting the pH of the treatments to neutral 

with 250 μL of 0.2 M sodium phosphate dibasic and making up the volume to approximately 750 

μL with PBS, 0.05% sodium azide. Samples were co-incubated with 100 μL L243 (anti-DR1 

antibodies) cross-linked on protein A sepharose beads for 1 hour at 4°C on a rotator. Peptide- 

DR1 complexes on the L243 resin were pelleted at 10,000 rpm for 5 seconds, washing it five 

times with cold PBS. Resin was transferred to a mini-bio-spin filter (Bio-Rad; #732-6204) and 

washed five times with cold water. Peptide-DR1 complexes were eluted from the L243 with five 

washes of 100 μL 0.01% formic acid (FA). Samples were frozen and stored at -80°C until 

shipping. All treatments were conducted a single time.

4.3.3. Sample preparation for mass spectrometry

Six hundred microliters of pMHCII samples from cell free antigen processing system (CFAPS) 

were denatured and subsequently cleaned up and concentrated using SPE C18 OMIX tips 

(Agilent) according to manufacturer suggestions where acetonitrile was used for column 

conditioning, 0.05% trifluoroacetric acid (TFA) for column equilibration and post sample 

binding washes and two stage elution, first with 50/50/0.1% acetonitrile/water/TFA and second 

with 70/30/1% acetonitrile/water/FA. Eluates were combined, frozen at -80°C and dried to 

completion in the speed-vac. Solubilized in 30 μl of 0.1% FA / 2% acetonitrile for LC-MS/MS 

analysis.
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4.3.4. Nano Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry/ Mass Spectrometry (NanoLC- 
MS/MS)

Peptides were analyzed by nanoLC-MS/MS using the Agilent 1100 nanoflow system (Agilent) 

as described in Chapter 3, Methods section 3.3.4, “Nano Liquid Chromatography-Mass 
Spectrometry/ Mass Spectrometry (NanoLC-MS/MS)”.

4.3.5. Data analysis

Raw MS/MS data were converted to .mgf file format using MSConvert (ProteoWizard: Open 

Source Software for Rapid Proteomics Tools Development). Resulting mgf files were used to 

search against Influenza A virus Hemagglutinin protein sequence using in-house Mascot search 

engine 2.7.0 [Matrix Science] with non-specific digest selection and variable methionine 

oxidation plus Asparagine and Glutamine deamidation. Peptide mass tolerance was set at 10 ppm 

and fragment mass at 0.6 Da. Scaffold (version Scaffold_4.11.0, Proteome Software Inc., 

Portland, OR) was used to validate MS/MS based peptide and protein identifications. Peptide 

identifications were accepted if they exceeded specific database search engine thresholds. Protein 

identifications were accepted if they contained at least 1 identified peptides. Proteins that 

contained similar peptides and could not be differentiated based on MS/MS analysis alone were 

grouped to satisfy the principles of parsimony. Proteins sharing significant peptide evidence 

were grouped into clusters.

4.3.6. Competitive binding assay

We used a solid phase europium-streptavidin peptide competitive binding assay to determine the 

IC50 of CFAPS generated peptides. Peptides were purchased from ABI Scientific with a 95% 

purity, were solubilized in 100% DMSO and stored at room temperature until use. Peptide 

LKGIAPLQ was extended with two alanine amino acid residues to enhance the probability of 

binding. Inhibitor peptides were subject to ten serial dilutions and co-incubated with equimolar 

amounts of DR1 and biotinylated HA306-318 peptide (bio-HA), known to be high affinity (23) for 

three days at 37°C. Initial concentrations of peptide, and final concentrations of DR1 and DM 

are listed in Table 4.1. Binding buffers consisted of phosphate buffer (pH 6.4) or citrate

phosphate buffer (pH 5.0) with 10 μM EDTA, 0.5 mM iodoacetamide, 0.02% sodium azide, and 

0.01% Tween-20. Bio-HA-DR1 complexes were detected using a solid phase europium

streptavidin reporter. Plates were read with a Wallac VICTOR counter (PerkinElmer Wallac) 
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and the data was fit to logistic equation y= a/ [1+ (x/x0) b] with sigmaplot from systat software, 

inc. All reported ic50 represent the means of three replicates.

4.3.7. In-silico peptide predictions
peptide binding predictions were carried out with the NetMHciipan v4.0 (24) and iEDB MHcii 

binding predictions (25). For NetMHciipan v4.0, we input the peptide sequences identified by 

cFAps and selected the DRB1*0101 allele. The thresholds for strong and weak binders were 

left at the default settings and the BA predictions were included. Additionally, we ran the full 

FAsTA file for HA, set peptide lengths from 9 to 16 residues and otherwise left all settings at the 

default.

For the iEDB MHcii binding predictions, we input the fasta file for HA, selected HLA-DR1 and 

allele DRB1*01:01. peptide lengths were set to 11 through 16 residues. Data from both 

predictions were sorted for binding (indicated by a “1” for NetMHciipan v4.0 and less than 

5000 nM ic50 for iEDB MHcii binding predictions) and the number of true positives (Tp), false 

positives (Fp), true positives (TN), and false negatives (FN) were calculated for each algorithm. 

These totals were entered into Medcalc's free online diagnostic test evaluator (26) to obtain the 

sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive values.

4.4. Results

Untangling the events of antigen processing to unveil the mechanisms underpinning 

immunodominance and immunogenicity has been a long sought-after goal. An early model, 

termed “determinant capture” (10) suggested that MHcii captured pathogen derived proteins or 

large fragments prior to or concurrent with proteolytic catabolism. Eventually, a scientific 

consensus emerged of “kinetic stability” whereby the cleavage events occur first, liberating 

peptides that can compete for MHcii (13, 27, 28). in recent years, given evidence for MHcii 

recycling from the cell surface (6, 29) and the existence of alternate pathways of antigen 

processing (30-32), this question of the order events of MHcii binding to proteins first or 

cleavage first is being revisited.

To address the question of MHcii binding first or catabolism of pathogens occurring first, we 

employed a cell free antigen processing system (14), shown in Figure 4.1. We chose two pH 

points to work at that reflect an early endosome (pH 6.4) and the Miic (pH 5.0). We set up 

experimental conditions 1) where DR1 could capture the intact, native hemagglutinin protein 

first, followed by subsequent exposure to cathepsins as well as 2) where the degradation of HA 
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was completed first and the resulting peptides could compete for DR1. These were done in the 

absence and presence of DM. Peptide-MHCII complexes were captured, the peptides eluted and 

sequenced with mass spectrometry.

The eluted peptides were compared to an immunodominance hierarchy previously established 

using an ex-vivo mouse model. Briefly, T cells of mice humanized with DR1 and inoculated 

with hemagglutinin from influenza A New Caledonia 20/99 (H1N1) were harvested. A library 

of 18-mer peptides, overlapping by seven residues, was created. Each peptide was co-incubated 

with fibroblasts induced to express MHCII and the murine T cells. T cell activation was 

measured with eli-spot and the highest responder was set to 100%. Any peptides that elicited 

less than 5% of this response were deemed “negative”, weak peptide provocateurs were between 

6 % and 24 %, subdominant between 25 % and 60 %, and immunodominant were 61% or 

greater.

4.4.1. Cell free antigen processing system

Figure 4.2 illustrates the peptides recovered from all treatments. Circles in lavender or blue are 

at pH 6.4 and circles in red or yellow are at pH 5.0. If DR1 was allowed to bind HA first, 

followed by digestion, the treatment was designated “B1C2” for bind first, cleave second. In the 

opposite case, “C1B2” stands for cleave first, bind second. Eluted peptide sequences are listed in 

gray boxes with a color scheme that reflects the immunodominant status of the residues, as 

signaled from the previously established ex-vivo immunodominance hierarchy.

Nine unique peptides were recovered from DR1 across all treatments (Figure 4.3). 

Unexpectedly, there was a strong pH effect whereby no peptides co-occur at both pH points. 

However, peptides from “bind first” treatments do not produce unique peptides from the “cleave 

first” treatments. All four peptides from B1C2 are also recovered from C1B2. Of those four 

peptides, three are also DM resistant at low pH. The five remaining peptides are found only in 

the cleave-first category and only the two found at the higher pH are DM resistant. No peptides 

were recovered from the B1C2 treatments with DM, indicating that all peptides captured by DR1 

through pre-binding to the full HA protein were DM susceptible. There was no clear pattern that 

would correlate the eluted peptides to the immunodominance hierarchy. Only one CFAPS eluted 

peptide overlapped an immunodominant peptide, five peptides had at least a two-residue overlap 

with subdominant sequences and the remaining three peptides coincided with weak or negative 

stretches of the HA sequence.
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4.4.2. Empirical determinations of eluted peptide affinity for DR1

We might have expected peptides from primarily immunodominant or subdominant stretches of 

the HA sequence to be identified by MS at the end of the CFAPS and made the assumption that 

the eluted peptides would bind with high affinity. However, given the long extents of weak or 

negative residues reflected in the eluted peptides, we chose to empirically determine the IC50 of 

eight of the nine peptides. We used an equilibrium-based competitive binding assay. Inhibitor 

peptides in a range of concentrations were co-incubated with equimolar amounts of DR1 and 

bio-HA at pH 6.4 or 5.0 and in the presence or absence of DM (Table 4.1). The peptide 

DYEELRE, being only 7 residues long, was not deemed suitable to equilibrium based 

competitive binding assays. The peptide LKGIAPLQ was extended with two alanines added to 

the C-terminal end to increase the length and possibly enable a measurable interaction with DR1 

without altering the putative binding register. All data from the CBAs are reported as means of 

three biological replicates.

The list of eight remaining peptides was first uploaded to NetMHCIIpan 4.0 for a prediction of 

IC50. Startlingly, NetMHCII-pan 4.0 predicted the peptide affinities to be very low, the IEDB 

predictions had a greater range than NetMHCIIpan, but there was little agreement between 

algorithms. Models can be evaluated for sensitivity (the probability that a predicted peptide is 

found empirically), specificity (the probability that a predicted peptide is not found) and positive 

predictive value (prediction accuracy of peptides that bind and are found empirically). The 
IEDB MHCII binding prediction had a higher sensitivity (75%) than the NetMHCIIpan (37.5%), 

but lower specificity (48.6% vs 98.2%) and lower positive predictive value (6.3% vs 23%). The 

empirical results of the CBAs indicated four peptides (out of eight) that showed any binding at 

all, and these had IC50 even higher than predicted by either algorithm with the exception of 
peptide ISKESWSYIVE, which showed better IC50 than the IEDB prediction at pH 5.0. 

Taken together, this highlights discrepancies between individual prediction algorithms, and 

between in-vitro binding assays and the prediction algorithms.

4.5. Discussion

The efforts to discern the exact mechanisms of antigen processing and the establishment of 

immunodominance are ongoing. In-silico prediction algorithms that are being applied in vaccine 

development endeavors have, until recently, been trained primarily on binding data and are not 

as robustly accurate as desired, although accuracy is improving with the inclusion of MHC- 
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associated peptide proteomics data (MAPP) (33). MAPPs, while invaluable for improving the 

algorithms and providing insight into the in-vivo outcomes of antigen processing, are expensive 

and time consuming to perform. If less expensive, cell free in-vitro assays are to remain the 

linchpins for generating high quality, high throughput training data sets, a strong understanding 

of molecular determinants of antigen processing is required. Our work here utilizes one such cell 

free assay (CFAPS) to investigate the intersection of proteolytic cleavage of pathogenic proteins, 

MHCII binding and pH. We selected two pH values to reflect conditions reminiscent of an early 

endosome (pH 6.4) or a MIIC (pH 5.0). In one treatment, native, intact hemagglutinin protein 

was allowed to pre-bind DR1 and the HA-DR1 complexes were then subject to proteolytic 

degradation. The second line of treatment involved the digestion of HA by cathepsins and 

subsequently, the peptides allowed to compete for DR1 binding. Eluted peptides were compared 

to a previously established immunodominance hierarchy. We found two distinct peptidomes by 

pH and a pH specific role for DM, indicating a nuanced antigen processing.

The antigen processing systems of APCs are emerging as very complex, highly regulated and 

with evidence of multiple pathways to presentation (30-32). Our data showed a strong pH 

dependence with 100% division of peptidomes by pH. Cleavage studies also undertaken by our 

team (data not shown) indicate that most clusters of peptides liberated have some that are found 

at both pH. Whereas this evidence argues that the key factor in the difference in eluted CFAPS 

peptidomes is the binding with DR1, the exact role of MHCII in the production of peptidomes 

remains unclear.

MHCII has been postulated to play a role in order of antigen processing events in relation to 

proteolytic cleavage and binding. Does MHCII capture proteins as postulated by the 

determinant/epitope accessibility model prior to degradation or are the cleavage events well 

advanced prior to loading of peptides on the MHCII (kinetic stability model)? We found that 

there were no unique peptides in the bind-first treatments as compared to the cleave-first 

treatments, providing little support for the determinant capture model. Although we expected to 

identify a high affinity peptide corresponding to a most immunodominant sequence from the HA 
(WTYNAELLVLLENERTLD; 435-452), surprisingly this was not the case. The in-house 

cleavage studies indicate a 13-peptide cluster overlapping this immunodominant peptide by at 

least 9 residues at pH 6.4 and a 23-peptide cluster at pH 5.0 surviving twenty-four hours of 

digestion (data not shown). It has been demonstrated that some T cell epitopes require differing 
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processing (30-32), so it is possible that this in-vitro assay does not capture all the conditions 

necessary to fully mimic biological conditions.

Another major player in antigen processing is DM. Resistance to the peptide-modulating activity 

of DM is thought to be a factor in the determination of immunodominance (13). Our data 

showed that all the peptides from the bind-first treatment were DM susceptible, whereas all but 

one peptide from the cleave-first treatment were DM resistant. This could indicate that, with T 

cell epitopes that are subject to DM activity, it is necessary to have a pool of peptides readily 

available for competition to bind MHCII, such as the cleave-first model suggests. This reasoning 

does not hold true for the bind-first treatment. While it is possible that MHCII may capture 

proteins early and keep the peptides all the way through the MIIC, it is also possible that these 

pre-bound, then digested peptides may enter a recycling pathway. DM has lower activity at 

higher pH (34) and while it has been located in the recycling pathway (35), it is present in lower 

concentration. The difference in susceptibility to DM between the bind-first and cleave-first 

treatments helps to support the hypothesis of alternate pathways of antigen processing.

To gain a better understanding of the contribution of peptide affinity to DR1 in this system, we 

employed an equilibrium based competitive binding assay to determine the IC50 of eight of the 

eluted peptides. Serially diluted peptide was co-incubated with equimolar amounts of DR1 and 

bio-HA, at pH 6.4 or 5.0 in the absence or presence of a 3-fold molar excess DM to DR1. The 

IC50 predictions from NetMHCII-pan 4.0 and IEDB MHCII binding prediction as well as the 

empirical binding data for these peptides were, for the most part, startling high given the 

expectation that presented peptides are likely to have strong affinity for MHCII (13). We 
identified two peptides, sharing the same core, (ADQKSTQNAINGITNK and 

STQNAINGITNKVN) that correspond to a published T cell epitope from the New Caledonia 

strain of HA (SGYAADQKSTQNAINGI). The authors note that this epitope, while having a 

NetMHCIIpan 2.2 predicted 8264 nM, showed a DR1 dissociation half time of 600 hours, 

indicating that the peptide remains associated with DR1 for greater than 20 days (33). The 

equilibrium based competitive binding assay for ADQKSTQNAINGITNK showed no binding in 

any treatment regimen. Peptide STQNAINGITNKVN exhibited some binding in all conditions, 

although the IC50 was notably lower than predicted. Given that the CFAPS peptides had 

associated with DR1 long enough to be captured and remain bound through all steps of in-vitro 
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processing, an argument can be made that dissociation half-times, in addition to binding affinity, 

may be an important measure to consider for algorithm training sets.

We were able to do a further comparison using the IEDB MHCIInp prediction (36). This is 

trained on MAPPs generated data sets and gives the probability of a peptide being an MHCII 

ligand based on three amino acid motifs at the N- and C- terminals as well as peptide length. 

The output is restricted to 15mer peptides, so only three of the CFAPS peptides were discovered 
in full. Of interest is that the two peptides (ADQKSTQNAINGITNK and 

STQNAINGITNKVN) that share a core with the confirmed T cell epitope discussed above were 

found, as well as the peptide YPGYFADYEELRE. These were all in the upper quartile of the 

ranking system. The other five CFAPS peptides, all less than fifteen residues in length, did each 

have two “matching” predicted peptides with cleavage points that corresponded with the N 

terminal and the C terminal.

The evolving understandings of antigen processing are leading to a picture of redundancy in 

cellular processes that broadens presented peptidomes through employing multiple pathways and 

ensuring long tenancy of peptides on MHCII. For developing algorithm data training sets, this 

redundancy calls for a need to consider a wide range of factors in the antigen processing system 

and how they intersect.
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4.6. Figures

Protein/chemical Item Final Concentration Supplier Item #
Recombinant Influenza H1N1 
Hemagglutinin (HA) protein 3.75 μM Sino Biological 11683-V08H

HLA-DR1 1.63 μM S2 drosophila cells in-house
HLA-DM 4.88 μM S2 drosophila cells in-house
Cathepsin B 0.45 μM Abcam ab90387
Cathepsin H 0.45 μM Abcam ab90385
Cathepsin S 0.19 μM Sigma Aldrich 219343
E-64 14 μM Sigma Aldrich E3132

Figure 4.1: Workflow and components of CFAPS. B1C2 (bind first, cleave second) and C1B2 
(cleave first, bind second) workflows are implemented in parallel. Immunoprecipitation of 
peptide-DR1 complexes was performed on all samples, and elution of peptides and sequencing 
was performed through LC-MS/MS. The table records proteins used, final concentrations, and 
suppliers.
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Figure 4.2: Eluted peptides from CFAPS, sorted by treatment. Summary view of the peptides 
eluted from DR1 at the specified conditions. Each circle represents a treatment; B1C2 - DR1 and 
HA pre-bound, in the presence or absence of DM, following by proteolytic digestion at pH 6.4 or 
5.0 or C1B2 - HA pre-digested at pH 6.4 or 5.0, proteases quenched, then peptides allowed to 
bind to DR1, in the presence or absence of DM. Peptides eluted from MHCII are located in the 
appropriate treatment circle or arrows indicate if found in multiple treatments. Correlation of 
residues to a previously established immunodominance hierarchy is indicated by the color 
scheme; red, immunodominant; yellow, subdominant; purple, weak; and black, negative.
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Figure 4.3: Spectra of CFAPS peptides. MS/MS spectra for each peptide eluted from DR1 after 
the treatment described in Figure 1: A) SVSSFERFE, B) LTGKNGLYPN, C) 
ADQKSTQNAINGITNK, D) STQNAINGITNKVN (found at pH 6.4), E) LKGIAPLQAA, F) 
ISKESWSYIVE, G) YPGYFADYEELRE, H) FIEGGWTGMVDG (found at pH 5.0)
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Figure 4.3: Spectra of CFAPS peptides continued.
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4.7. Tables

Table 4.1: CBA details; concentrations of components. The initial concentrations of each 
peptide that showed binding and the final concentrations of DR1, DM and bio-HA.

pH 6.4 

[peptide];

[DR1]

pH 6.4 + DM
[peptide];

[DR1]; [DM]

pH 5.0 

[peptide];

[DR1]

pH 5.0 + DM
[peptide];

[DR1]; [DM]

Stqnaingitnkvn
0.525 mM;

30 nM

0.525 mM;

30 nM; 90 nM

0.525 mM;

30 nM

1.75 mM;

25 nM; 75 nM

lkgiaplqaa
0.32 mM;

80 nM

0.32 mM;

80 nM; 240 nM

0.32 mM;

80 nM
NB

Iskeswsyive
0.699 mM;

40 nM

0.699 mM;

40 nM; 120 nM

0.699 mM;

40 nM

1.75 mM;

25 nM; 75 nM

Ypgyfadyeelre
0.525 mM;

30 nM

0.437 mM;

30 nM; 90 nM

0.525 mM;

30 nM

1.75 mM;

25 nM; 75 nM
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Table 4.2: IC50 of eluted peptides; NetMHCIIpan 4.0 prediction and empirical data. Eluted 
CFAPS peptides. Column 2 is the predicted IC50 from NetMHCIIpan 4.0 and the remaining 
columns are the IC50 determined from a competition binding assay. All empirical IC50 represent 
the mean of three replicates.

Peptide

NetMHCII-
pan 4.0

IC50 

prediction 
(nM)

IEDB

IC50 

prediction
(nM)

Empirical IC50 data from CBAs (nM)

pH 6.4
pH 6.4 +

DM
pH 5.0

pH 5.0 +

DM

Svssferfe 31,742 76,524 NB NB NB NB

ltgknglypn 22,660 776,550 NB NB NB NB

Adqkstqnaingit

NK 3,235 58 NB NB NB NB

Stqnaingitnkvn 2,719 30 600,000 600,000 400,000 2,300,000

lkgiaplqaa 2,395 41 11,641 50,243 47,375 NB

iskeswsyive 8,488 1,000,000 NB NB 200,000 600,000

Ypgyfadyeelre 8,143 20,431 22,100,000 2,200,000 200,000 400,000

fieggwtgmvdg 9,265 242,271 NB NB NB NB
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5.1. Abstract

Proteases occupy a critical niche in the normal and pathological activity of cells and tissues. 

Comprehending the activity of individual proteases is vital to predicting the immunogenicity of 

pathogens or biological drugs, understanding disease progression and leveraging that activity in 

the design of drugs or vaccines. We determined the cleavage kinetics of hemagglutinin (HA) 

from influenza A by four cysteine cathepsins (B, L, S, and H) that have broad activity in antigen 

processing and in the progression of many diseases including autoimmune, neurodegenerative, 

and cancer. We evaluated the accuracy of a cleavage prediction algorithm proffered by EigenBio 

and assessed patterns of protease activity as revealed over time. We determined that the 

prediction platform was not able to accurately predict the cleavage of HA. We found that pH 

was a strong factor in driving cleavage differences and this is likely due to distinct conformations 

of HA at neutral or mildly acidic pH as compared to acidic pH. We also found that cleavage 

patterns were strongly influenced by the redox potential of the buffer. Redox potential, structural 

flexibility and intra-molecular forces should be taken into account when developing training sets 

for cleavage prediction platforms.

5.2. Introduction

The immunogenicity of pathogens or biological drugs such as antibodies is dependent on the 

activation of CD4+ T cells by major histocompatibility complex class two molecules (MHCII) in 

complex with antigenic peptides (pMHCII) presented by antigen-presenting cells (APC). 

pMHCII that are superior at eliciting T cell responses are termed immunodominant (1). The 

factors that contribute to immunodominance include the affinity of the T cell for the pMHCII, 

the extent of the T cell repertoire, the peptide affinity for MHCII, the activity of the peptide 

binding modulator DM, and the action of the proteases that catabolize proteins to generate the 

peptides (1). Proteolytic enzymes that are active in the antigen processing system include, but 

are not limited to, the cysteine cathepsins (CTS) B, L, S and H (2).

Cathepsin activity is not limited to antigen processing. Proteases, including cysteine cathepsins, 

are ubiquitous in normal cellular functions including bone remodeling (3), hormone production 

(4), apoptosis, autophagy, and cell cycle regulation (5). Pathogenic outcomes of cathepsin 

activity include autoimmune diseases (6, 7), Alzheimer's disease (8), Parkinson's disease (9), 

and cancer (10).
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Proteases are ubiquitous, but many are tissue- or cell-specific, allowing their activity to be 

leveraged in the design of drug delivery systems (11, 12). Prodrugs are an inactive form of a 

drug that requires the activity of a protease to transition to the active form (11). Catabolic action 

can be also leveraged to release the drug from a protective encapsulation or to increase 

specificity by taking advantage of overexpression of the protease, such as in the case of cancer 

(12), but a deep understanding of the cleavage points and kinetics is necessary in order to select 

one cathepsin over another in a field of proteases with overlapping specificity (13). 

Taken together, these observations point to a strong need to elucidate cathepsin activity in a 

multitude of contexts, and to model it for predictive purposes. In-silico predictions of peptide 

binding to MHC have proven valuable to vaccine and drug design (14) and attention has, in 

recent years, turned to creating algorithms that predict cleavage as well (15, 16). The EigenBio 

platform (IoGenetics) offers a cleavage processing prediction (15) as one part of its mathematical 

systems biology approaches to in-silico modeling of immune responses. We evaluated their 

prediction using our model protein hemagglutinin (HA) from influenza A/New Caledonia 

20/99(H1N1). We created empirical data sets of HA cleavage kinetics by quenching the 

digestion of HA at time points of two, eight and twenty minutes and one, three, six, sixteen and 

twenty-four hours. Digests of peptides were sequenced through mass spectrometry (MS). 

Cathepsins B, L and S were selected as they correspond to the EigenBio prediction platform and 

CTS H was included as it has been studied in lines of inquiry within our laboratory. The 

EigenBio platform accuracy was assessed with the application of receiver operator characteristic 

curves and the data sets were evaluated for patterns of cleavage.

5.3. Materials and Methods

5.3.1. Proteins
Active forms of CTS B, L and H were purchased from AbCam (#ab90387, #ab198444 and 

#ab90385 respectively), the active form of CTS S was purchased from Sigma Aldrich 
(#21934325UG) and recombinant HA was purchased from Sino Biological (#11683-V08H).

5.3.2. Digestion of Hemagglutinin

HA from influenza A New Caledonia 20/99 (H1N1) was digested by four individual cathepsins 
(B, L, S and H) in phosphate buffer (pH 6.4) or citrate-phosphate buffer (5.0) with 4 mM EDTA 

and 600 mM L-cysteine for two minutes, eight minutes, twenty minutes, one hour, 3 hours, 6 

hours, sixteen hours or twenty-four hours at 37°C. All reactions were quenched with the 
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irreversible protease inhibitor L-trans-epoxysuccinyl-leucylamido(4-guanidino)butane  (E-64) 

(Sigma Aldrich, # E3132-1MG) to a final concentration of 28 μM. Samples were frozen in dry 

ice and stored at -80°C until shipment.

5.3.3. Digestions under changing reducing potentials

HA was digested by CTS B for two minutes per the protocol in 2.2.1, changing only the 

concentration of L-cysteine (0 mM, 6 mM, 54 mM, 486 mM). Buffers were tested for pH and 

redox potential (mv). pH was adjusted to 6.4 and 5.0 at the time that the reducing agent was 

added. All digests were completed within 20 minutes of buffer creation.

5.3.4. Enzymatic “in Liquid” Digestion

Cathepsin digested influenza hemagglutinin (HA) samples (42 μg HA input) were subject to the 

protocol outlined in Chapter 3, Methods section 3.3.3, “Enzymatic “in Liquid” Digestion”. 

Briefly, the samples were precipitated, deglycosylated and further digested with 10 μl of 

Trypsin/LysC solution. Digests were cleaned up using OMiX C18 SpE cartridges (Agilent) per 

manufacturer protocol, eluted, dried to completion in the speed-vac and finally reconstituted in 

90 μl of 0.1% formic acid.
5.3.5. NanoLC-MS/MS

An Agilent 1100 nanoflow system (Agilent) was employed to analyze the peptide samples by 

nanoLC-MS/MS as described in Chapter 3, Methods section 3.3.4, “Nano Liquid 

Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry/ Mass Spectrometry (NanoLC-MS/MS)”.

5.3.6. Control for tryptic digest

HA was catabolized in phosphate buffer (pH 6.4) or citrate-phosphate buffer (pH 5.0) for 1h, 

quenched, stored and shipped as described in section 2.2. Sampling handling proceeded as 

described in section 2.3 with the replacement of trypsin/Lys-C with the endopeptidase Glu-C. 

Glu-C does not cleave after arginine or lysine, allowing us to distinguish the cathepsin cleaved 

basic residues from the trypsin or Lys-C cleavages. Control (Glu-C) cleavage profiles were 

aligned with the one hour tryptic digest cleavage profiles and arginine or lysine cleavages in the 

Glu-C were recorded as cathepsin derived rather than tryptic. Any arginine or lysine cleavage 

points not found in the Glu-C controls were discarded from the data sets.

5.3.7. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) and area under the curve (AUC)

EigenBio generously shared their data set of cleavage predictions for the New Caledonia strain 

of HA. We used receiver operator characteristic to curves evaluate the accuracy of the EigenBio 
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prediction for our HA. ROC plot the sensitivity of a model or test, defined as the true positive 

rate against the specificity, defined as the false positive rate. The derivation of the area under the 

curve indicates the accuracy of the model or test with 1 being 100% accurate and 0.5 indicating 

an entirely random prediction. True positive was set to those cleavages predicted by EigenBio 

platform that were found empirically. False positives were those predicted, but not empirically 

discovered, true negatives were neither predicted nor found empirically and false negatives were 

empirically found, but not predicted. EigenBio delivers the percent chance that a cleavage will 

occur after a given residue. Cleavage prediction scores were binned into less than 0.2, 0.2-0.4, 

0.4-0.6, 0.6-0.8 and greater than 0.8 and the data points of 1 and 0 were included for the ROC. 

ROC was plotted and AUC calculated using Graphpad Prism 9.0.

5.3.8. Data analysis

Raw MS/MS data were converted to mgf file format using MSConvert (ProteoWizard: Open 

Source Software for Rapid Proteomics Tools Development) as described in Chapter 3, Methods 

section 3.3.6, “Data Analysis”. Proteins sharing significant peptide evidence were grouped into 

clusters.Plots were created in Graphpad Prism 9.0. Data for Figure 5.3 were fit to a semi-log line 

where the X axis is logarithmic and the y axis is linear (Y=Yintercept + Slope*log(X)). The full 

data sets for Figure 5.4 were fit to an exponential, one phase decay curve (Y=(Y0 - 

Plateau)*exp(-K*X) + Plateau) and the insets, comprising data from eight minutes to twenty- 

four hours was fit to a semi-log line.

5.3.9. Comparison of cleavage datasets to flexibility of HA microdomains or subdomains 

Data previously published (17) gave information on the flexibility of HA microdomains in a 

“pre-fusion” and a “post-fusion” state. Briefly, HA exhibits a pre-fusion conformation and an 

irreversible post-fusion conformation that is obtained by acidification of less than pH 5.4. HA, 

in treatments consisting of a pre- and a post-fusion conformation, were subject to hydrogen

deuterium exchange (HDX) for three seconds and twenty-four hours. The HDX was quenched 

with low pH, digested with pepsin and the peptides were sequenced. The degree of deuterium 

substitution indicates solvent accessibility and correlates to degree of flexibility. Uni-prot was 

used to align the sequences of HA and the percentage of cleavages was compared the binned 
categories of degree of flexibility as follows: 0-29%, 30-59% and 60-100%. Data for each pH 

were fit to a simple linear regression (Y=Yintercept + Slope*X).
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5.4. Results

The contribution of proteolytic cleavage within an APC to the generation of immunodominant 

peptides, through either the results of pathogen resistance to catabolism or the need to prevent a 

cleavage event in order to preserve a T cell epitope, has been the subject of several recent studies 

(15, 16). In-silico prediction platforms have been generated to model cleavage events within 

proteins. EigenBio offers a systems biology approach to immune response determinants, 

including cleavage predictions (15). The prediction for our protein of interest was generously 

shared, allowing us to evaluate the platform against our empirical cleavage data.

We have empirically generated data sets of cleavage time courses of four cysteine cathepsins, B, 

L, S, and H at pH 6.4 and 5.0, reflecting early and late stages of antigen processing. CTS B, S 

and L are included in the EigenBio prediction platform. CTS H has been used in other lines of 

inquiry within our laboratory and we chose to include it here as well. Time points selected to 

quench the digestion with the irreversible cathepsin inhibitor E-64, were 2, 8, and 20 minutes, 

and 1, 3, 6, 16, and 24 hours. Peptides were deglycosylated, further digested with an equimolar 

mix of trypsin and Lys-C and sequenced with mass spectrometry. Controls where cathepsin 

cleavage was followed by digestion with Glu-c were used to distinguish which arginine or lysine 

cleavage points were fully tryptic or could have occurred through cathepsin cleavage prior to 

exposure to trypsin.

Each of these data sets was evaluated for changes in cleavage patterns over time and compared to 

the EigenBio in-silico prediction platform. A further comparison was made between the 

cleavage and the flexibility of microdomains of HA at each pH point.

5.4.1. Characteristics of cathepsins

Cysteine cathespins are generally considered “unspecific”, cleaving after hydrophobic and basic 

amino acid residues and preferentially binding hydrophobic residues in the active site flanking 

positions (18). Table 5.1 contains a summary of characteristics for CTS B, L, S, and H (2, 4, 5, 

19-27).

5.4.2. Comparison of empirical data sets to EigenBio cleavage prediction platform 

EigenBio offers cleavage prediction for CTS B, L and S. The prediction platform is trained on a 

comprehensive data set published by Biniossek et al., 2011. Briefly, peptides were generated 

through tryptic digest of human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cell lysates, subjected to cathepsin 

digestion, biotinylated and captured with streptavidin. C-terminal sequences were identified via 
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mass spectrometry while N-terminal sequences were inferred with bioinformatics. We compared 

the empirical data sets to the cleavage predictions (Figure 5.1). Our data is recorded as an all-or- 

nothing data point, where a bar indicates cleavage at any point during the twenty-four hour time 

course and a space denotes no cleavage. To evaluate the cleavage predictions, we employed 

receiving operator characteristic (ROC) curves for the graphical representation of our data sets 

obtained in vitro. In brief, the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of a model are evaluated by 

plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate, with the area under the curve (AUC) 

indicating the model accuracy. An AUC of 1 represents a perfect prediction of sensitivity where 

an AUC of 0.5 indicates a completely random prediction. Figure 5.2 A-C shows the ROC and 

AUC for each cathepsin. The EigenBio platform was not able to accurately predict the cleavage 

points for the hemagglutinin protein used in our studies.

5.4.3. Total cleavages by cathepsin and pH

To help explain the shortfall of the EigenBio prediction for the New Caledonia HA, we 

investigated the patterns of cathepsin cleavage kinetics, starting with assessing the total numbers 

of cleavages of each CTS at each time point and at both pH. There is a strong pH effect in the 

digestion of HA by all cathepsins (Figure 5.3). Panels A-D show total numbers of cleavage 

points discovered at each time point by pH. The embedded table Fig. 3E lists the slopes of the 

semi-logarithmic line fitted to the data. For CTS B, S and H, twenty-four hours of catabolism is 

required at pH 5.0 to equal or approach the quantities of peptide released within twenty minutes 

at pH 6.4. CTS L degradation results in more peptides being generated at pH 6.4 than a pH 5.0 

across all time points.

5.4.4. Unique cleavage points over time

We next asked whether there is a protease- or pH-specific pattern to unique cleavages that arise 

in succeeding time points. The data sets were manipulated to reflect only the first cleavage point 

in the time series and the data fit to an exponential one-phase decay curve. To clearly highlight 

the unique cleavages after the two minute time point, a semi-log line was fit to times eight 

minutes through twenty-four hours and are found in the inset of each graph (Figure 5.4). Figure 

5.4 E shows the slopes of the lines. In all cases, the majority of unique cleavages at pH 6.4 

occurred within the first two minutes of digestion. However, for CTS B, S, and L, less than 50% 

of the cleavages occurred within the first two minutes. CTS B, L, and S reveal a pattern of a 

greater decline in the number of unique cleavages over time at pH 6.4 than pH 5.0. For example, 
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the plot of CTS B indicates that approximately 9% of peptides are released at each time point at 

pH 5.0 after two minutes. CTS H does not hold with the pattern of the other three cathepsins, 

showing a nearly parallel decrease in the number of unique cleavages at both pH over time.

5.4.5. Correlation between flexibility of HA microdomains and cleavage

An additional hypothesis to explain the EigenBio prediction result is centered on the idea that the 

protein conformation impacts the cleavage results. To address this, we used hydrogen-deuterium 

exchange (HDX) data (17) that illustrated the flexibility of microdomains of the strain A/X- 

31(H3N2) HA protein conformations above and below pH 5.0. Briefly, the function of HA is to 

draw the viral and host lipid bilayers close enough to fuse, allowing the release of the viral 

genome into the host cell. HA is found in one conformation, protective of hydrophobic elements 

that insert into lipid bilayers at neutral and mildly acidic conditions. Below pH 5.4, HA adopts 

an irreversible “post-fusion” conformation, allowing the HA to complete its function. Quantities 

of both pre- and post-fusion HA were subjected to HDX for 3 seconds and twenty-four hours. 

The HDX was quenched with low pH, the protein was digested by pepsin, and peptides were 

sequenced with mass spectrometry. Those peptides with greater differences in amounts of 

deuterium after 24 hours indicate micro-regions with higher flexibility. After aligning the HA 

sequence with the New Caledonia strain (Figure 5.5), we compared the number of cleavage 

points to the degree of flexibility of microdomains in HA (Figures 5.6 and 5.7 A-E). Figure 5.6 

is a heat map comparing the flexibility of the HA microdomains as binned into 0-29%, 30-59% 

and 60-100% categories against the cleavage points of CTS B, L, S, and H at pH 6.4 and pH 5.0. 

Figure 5.7 A-D shows the percent of cleavage at pH 64 and 5.0 plotted against percent degree of 

flexibility of the microdomain. The table (Figure 5.7 E) indicates the slope of a linear line fit to 

the data. At pH 6.4, there is a positive linear relationship between the percent of cleavage and 

the degree of flexibility of the protein. At pH 5.0, the highest amount of cleavage appears to 

occur in areas with moderate degrees of flexibility.

5.4.6. impact of redox potential on cleavage

Seeing the degree to which protein conformation appears to impact the cleavage, we next asked 

about the redox potential impact on cleavage outcomes. We tested the hypothesis that the 

reducing environment altered the cleavage patterns using CTS B, limiting digestion times to two 

minutes, but altering the buffers concentrations of L-cysteine for final concentrations of 0 mM, 6 

mM, 54 mM, 486 mM, and 600 mM. All buffer pH and redox values were recorded. We found 
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that the redox value greatly impacted the total number of cleavages (Figure 5.8). The total 

cleavages are indicated on the y-axis and the redox values in millivolts (mv) is on the x-axis. At 

both pH, there is a consistent degree of cleavage that occurs between positive redox values and 

approximately -100 mv. At redox values of -100 mv and lower, the numbers of cleavages 

increases at both pH. Because there appeared to be a redox related threshold where cleavage 

patterns changed, we compared the cleavages at different redox values to the flexibility of the 

HA microdomains (Figure 5.9 A and B). The percent of cleavages (y-axis) in each category of 

flexibility was graphed and the concentration of L-cysteine and corresponding redox value 

indicated (x-axis). For pH 6.4, the same pattern of cleavage as seen in Figure 5.7 A was not 

replicated until the redox value was less than 117 mv. For pH 5.0, that threshold value was less 
than -107 mv.

5.5. Discussion

Cathepsin cleavage of proteins is widely employed in many of cellular compartments as well as 

extracellularly. Cathepsins play a role in health with autophagy, controlling the cell cycle, 

apoptosis, and antigen processing as a part of both the innate and adaptive immune responses 

(28). Cathepsins are also implicated in a range of pathologies including autoimmune disorders 

such as type 1 diabetes, neurological disorders such as Alzheimer's Disease and Parkinson's 

Disease as well as cancer metastasis (5). Proteases are also being leveraged in multi-staged drug 

delivery systems where they contribute to the release of drugs at the target, increasing specificity 

and often efficacy (11). For all these reasons, it is critical to understand the substrate specificity, 

kinetics and environmental conditions in which cathepsins function in vivo. Additionally, drug 

or vaccine design is enhanced with the use of computer algorithm aided predictions of cleavage. 

In particular, the efforts to understand antigen processing and the immunogenicity of proteins, 

whether pathogenic or biological drugs such as antibodies have greatly benefited from the 

application of in-silico predictions.

We evaluated an in-silico cleavage prediction platform offered by EigenBio with empirically 

derived cleavage data sets, comprising the kinetics of cleavage by CTS B, L and S over a twenty- 

four hour time period at two pH points that reflect early and late endosomes within an APC. We 

included data from CTS H in all areas of analysis except the EigenBio comparison as that 

platform does not predict CTS H cleavage. The EigenBio prediction platform is trained on an 

extensive data set of cleavage derived peptides as previously published (18). Cell lysates from 
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HEK293 cells were subject to tryptic digest, cleaned up, and exposed to CTS B, L, or S 

catabolism. Peptides were biotinylated and captured with streptavidin. C-terminal ends were 

sequenced with mass spectrometry and the N-terminals were inferred through bioinformatics. 

Plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate generated receiver operator 

characteristic curves, allowing the assessment of the accuracy of the EigenBio predictive model. 

Area under the curve calculations revealed that the prediction platform performed no better than 

a purely random prediction. This startling result prompted us to search for an explanation within 

the cleavage patterns revealed by the kinetics of each cathepsin.

We first assessed the total cleavages from the empirical data sets for each cathepsin.

The kinetics of each CTS revealed a strong pH effect where the release of individual peptides 

occurred at different rates by pH. For CTS B, S, and H, at pH 6.4, the greatest number of 

peptides generated, or equivalently, the maximum number of cleavages, occurred within the first 

20 minutes of digestion and was maintained at each time point in the twenty-four hour time 

period. At pH 5.0, it took twenty-fours of digestion before the maximum number of possible 

cleavages was approached or equaled. CTS L kinetics deviated from the pattern, instead 

showing that the maximum cleavage events was reached at all time points for each pH, but the 

maximum cleavage was overall lower for pH 5.0 than 6.4. We speculate that this result may be 

driven by the limited residues that CTS L cleaves after (R, K & Q) as compared to CTS B, S and 

H (hydrophobic and basic residues) (18, 22, 29). To explain the differing cleavage patterns by 

pH for CTS B, S, and H, we turned to the characteristics of each cathepsin for an explanation. 

We first looked at endopeptidase versus exopeptidase activity, wondering if the maximal 

cleavage events at each time point correspond to endopeptidase activity. CTS B and H are 

reported to exhibit endopeptidase activity at milder pH and exopeptidase activity at lower pH (2, 

23, 25), supporting this idea. However, CTS S is exclusively an endopeptidase, therefore does 

not conform to the pattern set up by CTS B and H. Next, we hypothesized that the optimal pH 

for each CTS could explain the different kinetics, thinking that perhaps the maximal cleavage 

was found at every time point when the CTS was functioning at its optimal pH. Yet, while CTS 

B and H have pH optimums in the neutral to mildly acidic range (19, 24), supporting the 

hypothesis, CTS S pH optimum is at pH 5.0 (30), breaking the pattern.

Finding no satisfying explanation for ROC results evaluating the EigenBio prediction through 

the analysis of total cleavage patterns and CTS characteristics, we delved deeper into the kinetics 
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of cleavage by refining the data sets to reflect only unique cleavages at each time. In short, once 

a cleavage point was recorded, it was eliminated from all succeeding time points. The results 

were intriguing as there was once again a pH effect. In this case, three of the four CTS (B, L & 

S) show a decreasing number of new cleavages at each time point after two minutes as digestion 

progressed at pH 6.4, but at pH 5.0, the number of unique cleavages at each time point after 

decreases much more slowly with CTS B showing no decrease. Consideration of the 

characteristics of optimal pH and endo- or exo- peptidase activity do not support this result. 

Hence, we turned from protease attributes to protein characteristics for an explanation.

We compared data from a previously published HDX experiment that established the differences 

in the flexibility of microdomains of the HA molecule in two conformations, a pre-fusion state at 

neutral or mildly acidic pH and an irreversible post-fusion form (17). We binned the degree of 

flexibility into 0-29%, 30-59% and 60-100% and compared the flexibility of HA microdomains 

to number of cleavage points in the corresponding areas of the protein. We found that there is a 

linear correlation at pH 6.4 whereby more cleavage occurs in areas of the protein with greater 

flexibility. At pH 5.0, the highest amount of cleavage occurred at moderate amounts of 

flexibility, implying that additional factors are involved in determining proteolytic activity. 

We further explored the impact of the reducing environment on cleavage. There are many 

reports that cathepsins require an acidic and reducing environment for activity (1, 2, 10, 31), but 

the exact redox status of the antigen processing system remains nebulous. Redox values have 

been measured for plasma as ranging between -80 to -140 mv, as -140 to -230 mv for cytoplasm 

(32), endosomes and lysosomes at -240 mv (32, 33). Cysteine transporters have been 

hypothesized to account for the sequestration of cysteine and cystine in lysosomes (34) and there 

is no evidence that the GSH/GSSH redox means of regulation found in the cytosol is also in use 

within the endo-lysosomal system (35). Our data showed a clear threshold where cleavage 

patterns altered at both pH 6.4 and 5.0. That value may be as high as -110 mv, but even in a very 

early endosome where luminal conditions would be similar to the extracellular fluid or plasma, a 

redox value of -110 mv may be quite common. Our data weren't able to distinguish the cause of 

the change in the cleavage pattern. A report that the activity of CTS B is not impacted by the 

concentration of L-cysteine in the buffer has been published (35), but the authors investigated 

concentrations of cysteine up to 25 mM. This maximal concentration was within the range of 

our data (0 mM to 54 mM) where the cleavage was reduced and there was no change in numbers 
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of cleavage points by cysteine concentration. There are also reports that proteins with solvent 

exposed cysteine are redox sensitive in conformation (36). New Caledonia HA has at least three 

solvent exposed cysteine out of sixteen total cysteine residues. it remains to be discovered if the 

changes in cleavage patterns due to redox potential are caused by changes in the protein structure 

or the enhancement of CTS activity.

Taken together, our findings support the hypothesis that antigen processing has layers of 

redundancy that yield a greater selection of peptides for presentation through differential 

cleavage by pH and that the kinetics of cleavage are impacted by the redox environment, 

intramolecular forces and conformation of individual proteins. Taking into account 

conformation means training data sets on full proteins at different pH and considering a variety 

of proteins. Empirical data sets generated in-vitro should have appropriate redox values and use 

reducing agents appropriate to the pH at which digestion is occurring.
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Figure 5.1: Empirical and Predicted Cathepsin Cleavage. Empirical data indicates presence of a 
cleavage point at any time in the twenty-four hour digestion time course. Predictions indicate the 
percent chance that a cleavage will occur at that peptide bond. A) Cathepsin B B) Cathepsin L C) 
Cathepsin S.
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Figure 5.1 continued
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Figure 5.2: Receiver operator characteristic curves. True positive (sensitivity) rate plotted 
against false positive rate (specificity). Area under the curve denotes accuracy; 1 being perfect 
and 0.5 being a completely random prediction.
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Figure 5.3: Total cleavages over time course. Panels A-D) total number of cleavages at time 
points 2, 8 and 20 minutes and 1, 3, 6, 16 and 24 hours for CTS B, L, S, and H. E) table of the 
slopes of the semi-log lines.
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Figure 5.4: Unique cleavages over time course. Panels A-D) Percentage of unique cleavages at 
each time point for CTS B, L, S, and H. Insets for each panel exclude data from time 2 minutes 
to highlight the number of unique cleavages per time point. Data is fit to a semi-log line. E) 
table of the slopes of the semi-log lines.
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CLUSTAL O(1.2.4) multiple sequence alignment

TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA MKAK--LLVLLCT----- FTATYADTICIGYHANNSTDTVDTVLEKNVTVTHSVNLLE 51
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X MKTIIALSYIFCLALGQDLPGNDNSTATLCLGHHAVPNGTLVKTITDDQIEVTNATELVQ 60

**: * ::* . . : *:*:*:** . *.*: :.:: **::.:*::
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA DSHNGKLCLLKGIAPLQLGNCSVAGWILGNPECELLISKESWSYIVETPNPENGTCYPGY 111
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X SSSTGKICNNPH-RILDGIDCTLIDALLGDPHCDVF-QKETWDLFVERSK-AFSNCYPYD 117

.* .**:**: :*:: . :**:*.*::: .**:*. :** : ..***
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA FADYEELREQLSSVSSFERFEIFPKESSWPNHTVTGVSASCSHNGKSSFYRNLLWLTGKN 171
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X VPDYASLRSLVASS---GTLEFITEGFTWTGVTQNGGSIACKRGPDSGFFSRLNWLTKSE 174

. ** .**. ::* :*:: : :* . * .* * :*.:. .*.*: .* *** .:
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA GLYPNLSKSYVNNKEKEVLVLWGVHHPPNIGNQRALYHTENAYVSVVSSHYSRRFTPEIA 231
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X STYPVLNVTMPNNDNFDKLYIWGIHHPSTNQEQTSLYVQASGRVTVSTRRSQQTIIPNIG 234 

. ** *. : **.: : * :**:*** . :* :** .. *:* : : .: : *:*.
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA KRPKVRDQEGRINYYWTLLEPGDTIIFEANGNLIAPWYAFALSRGFGSGIITSNAPMDEC 291
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X SRPWVRGLSSRISIYWTIVKPGDVLVINSNGNLIAPRGYFKMRTGK-SSIMRSDAPIDTC 293

.** **. ..**. ***:::***.:::::******* * : * *.*: *:**:* *
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA DAKCQTPQGAINSSLPFQNVHPVTIGECPKYVRSAKLRMVTGLRNIPSIQSRGLFGAIAG 351
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X ISECITPNGSIPNDKPFQNVNKITYGACPKYVKQNTLKLATGMRNVPEKQTRGLFGAIAG 353

::* **:*:* .. *****: :* * *****:. .*::.**:**:*. *:*********
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA FIEGGWTGMVDGWYGYHHQNEQGSGYAADQKSTQNAINGITNKVNSVIEKMNTQFTAVGK 411
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X FIENGWEGMIDGWYGFRHQNSEGTGQAADLKSTQAAIDQINGKLNRVIEKTNEKFHQIEK 413

***.** **:*****::***.:*:* *** **** **: *..*:* **** * :* : *
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA EFNKLERRMENLNKKVDDGFLDIWTYNAELLVLLENERTLDFHDSNVKNLYEKVKSQLKN 471
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X EFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVEDTKIDLWSYNAELLVALENQHTIDLTDSEMNKLFEKTRRQLRE 473

**.::* *:::*:* *:* :*:*:******* ***::*:*: **::::*:**.: **::
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA NAKEIGNGCFEFYHKCNNECMESVKNGTYDYPKYSEESKLNREKIDGVKLESMGVYQILA 531
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X NAEDMGNGCFKIYHKCDNACIESIRNGTYDHDVYRDEALNNRFQIKGVELKSGYKDWILW 533

**:::*****::****:* *:**::*****: * :*: ** :*.**:*:* **
TR|Q6WG00|Q6WG00_9INFA IYSTVASSLVLLVSLGAISFWMCSNGSLQCRICI 565
SP|P03438|HEMA_I000X I-SFAISCFLLCVVLLGFIMWTCQRGNIRCNICI 566

* * . *.::* * * .: :* *..*.::*.***

Figure 5.5: Alignment of A/New Caledonia H1 and A/X-31 H3 hemagglutinin. Clustal 
OmegaW alignment of the A/New Caledonia 20/99 (H1N1) and A/X-31 (H3N2) hemagglutinin 
proteins.
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Figure 5.6: Alignment of cleavage points to the gradient of flexibility of the HA protein. 
Categories of degrees of flexibility of the sequence of HA are colored purple for 0-29%, blue for 
30-59% and red for 60-100%. For each pH, the cleavage points are marked: black for CTS B, 
orange for CTS L, teal for CTS S and brown for CTS H.
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Figure 5.7: Degree of Flexibility in Microdomains of HA graphed against cleavage points.
Degree of flexibility for HA in two pH labile conformations (>pH 5.5 and <pH 5.0) as 
previously published and binned into categories 0-29%, 30-59% and 60-100% are plotted against 
percent of cleavage by pH. Panels A-D) Percent of cleavage for CTS B, L, S, and H. Data is fit 
to a simple linear regression. E) table of the slopes of the semi-log lines.
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Figure 5.8: Impact of redox potential on cleavage. Total number of cleavage points of HA by 
CTS B incubated at 37°C for two minutes, at pH 6.4 or 5.0, in 0, 6, 54, 486 and 600 mM L- 
cysteine.
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B

Figure 5.9: Correlation of redox dependent cleavage to flexibility of HA. Degree of flexibility 
for HA in two pH labile conformations (>pH 5.5 and <pH 5.0) as previously published and 
binned into categories 0-29%, 30-59% and 60-100% are plotted against percent of cleavage at 
increasing concentrations of L-cysteine (0, 6, 54, 486 and 600 mM). Concentrations and redox 
values (mv) are reported on the x-axis. Data is fit to a simple linear regression. A) pH 6.4. B) 
pH 5.0.
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5.7. Table

Table 5.1: Characteristics of Cathepsins. Location, classification, pH activity and preferential 
residues.

Cathepsin Location in cell Classification pH
Preferential 

residue(s)

B Early endosome Endopeptidase mildly acidic
Arginine

Endosome Carboxypeptidase acidic

L
Late endosome

Endopeptidase acidic

Glutamine

Arginine >

Lysine
Lysosomal

S Early endosome

Endopeptidase

mildly acidic

to acidic
Valine > leucine

> phenylalanine9Endosome

Lysosomal acidic

H

? Endopeptidase mildly acidic Arginine

Lysosomal Aminopeptidase acidic

Lysine >

Arginine >

Alanine >

Leucine
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6.1. Conclusion

The immunogenicity of a protein is critical to the understanding of infectious or autoimmune 

diseases, and vaccine or biologics development. In-silico prediction platforms have been 

generated to aid researcher and clinicians in the prediction of which segments of a particular 

protein will initiate an adaptive immune response (1-4). These algorithms have been “trained” 

on data sets derived from in-vitro binding studies and cell-based assays such as MAPPs (5). For 

accurate predictions that have been trained from data generated through in-vitro assays, it is 

crucial that key variables in the initiation of the adaptive immune response be accounted for. 

The adaptive immune response is commenced by the presentation of a pathogen derived peptide 

on an MHCII to a CD4+ T cell. Peptides, as part of a peptide-MHCII complex, that are capable 

of eliciting a strong T cell response, are termed immunodominant and are often referred to as T 

cell epitopes. Variables that determine immunodominance include the T cell repertoire, T cell 

binding affinity to pMHCII, and events that occur with in an antigen-presenting cell, including 

the enzymatic cleavage of pathogenic proteins, binding affinity of peptide to MHCII and the 

activity of the peptide binding modulator, DM (6). The generation and selection of T cell 

epitopes is a complex process with a number of variables that contribute to it and can alter the 

outcome. Dendritic cells are the primary cell type that presents epitopes to naïve T cells to 

activate them (7). DCs take up antigen through phagocytosis, receptor-mediated endocytosis and 

macropinocytosis (8). Also included in the newly formed early endosomes are membrane bound 

host proteins, such as empty MHCII (9). Proteolytic enzymes, such as cysteine cathepsins are 

trafficked to the endosome and a process of maturation occurs, where the endosomes are 

acidified, late endosomes fuse with lysosomes to become a hybrid endo-lysosome with MHCII. 

Some lysosomal features (10), such as cysteine transporters that have the ability to sequester 

cysteine, creating a more reducing environment (11). This structure, containing high levels of 
MHCII, DM and proteases is termed the MIIC (12).

For much of the time that antigen processing has been studied, there have been alternate 

hypotheses put forward to explain the selection of immunodominant peptides. One such is the 

idea that the “kinetic stability” of the pMHCII complex is the driving force, such that an 

immunodominant peptide, from among a pool of competitors within the MIIC, binds with high 

affinity and is resistant to the activity of DM (13). The alternate postulation is that of “epitope 

accessibility” where epitopes that are solvent accessible are captured by MHCII, potentially 
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much earlier in the endosomal system than the MIIC, and proteolytic enzymes trim the peptide 

after capture (14). I set out to elucidate the impact of cleavage on immunodominance, variables 

that might affect cleavage and to evaluate a selection of binding and cleavage prediction 

platforms.

6.1.1. Approach:

Our experimental designs were centered around a heretofore published immunodominant 

hierarchy for influenza A/New Caledonia 20/99 (H1N1) hemagglutinin generated through an ex- 

vivo mouse model system. Briefly, humanized mice, carrying the human HLA-DR1 MHCII 

allele were inoculated with influenza. After recovery, T cells recovered from the spleens were 

tested against a library of 18mer peptides, overlapping by 7 residues from HA. T cell response 

was ranked, created the immunodominance hierarchy.
6.1.2. Chapter 1:

Our first task was to ascertain that the native, intact HA protein does bind to DR1. I adapted an 

equilibrium based competitive binding assay (CBA), normally used with peptides for use with 

proteins. I also used size exclusion chromatography paired with Western blotting to determine 

the stoichiometry of binding between HA and DR1. In the process of adaptation of the CBA, I 

found that the buffer component, bovine serum albumin (BSA) interfered with the determination 

of binding affinity due to it's ability to bind to DR1 itself. I was able to demonstrate that 

multiple native, intact proteins bind to DR1 at varying pH. Intact, native HA bound with high 

affinity. I also revealed that HA and DR1 bind in 1:1 and 1:2 ratios. Binding of HA to DR1 

opens up the possibilities inherent to the epitope accessibility model whereby cleavage of a 

protein may occur after binding to MHCII.
6.1.3. Chapter 2:

The specific focus of our studies was on cleavage by three cathepsins (B, H, and S) found in 

antigen processing. The first cleavage related question that I investigated was to what degree 

does cleavage influence the production of immunodominant peptides. To address this, I 

performed in-vitro digestions of HA by a mix of the three CTS B, H, and S over a twenty-four 

hour time period and at pH 6.4, reflecting the pH conditions of an early endosome and pH 5.0, 

mimicking the pH of a MIIC. I compared the peptides generated with the established 

immunodominance hierarchy for HA. I found a strong pH effect with differing groups, or 

peptidomes of peptides by pH, albeit with some overlap. Cleavage was not a strong predictor of 
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immunodominance, but there was a degree of influence in that some (but not all) of the 

immunodominant peptides showed resistance to cathepsin activity up to twenty-four hours after 

exposure.
6.1.4. Chapter 3:

Cleavage is only one of several elements contributing to the selection of peptides to be presented 

and I wanted to incorporate peptide affinity to MHCII and the activity of DM in the model. To 

do this, I turned to a published tool known as a cell free antigen processing system (CFAPS). 

Briefly, three cathepsins (B, H, and S), an aminopeptidase, a carboxypeptidase and an 

endopeptidase respectively, are used in conjunction to degrade a protein of interest. Soluble 

MHCII, in the presence or absence of DM is allowed the capture peptides from the melange of 

peptides. pMHCII is isolated, peptides are eluted from the MHCII and are sequenced and 

identified through mass spectrometry. I adapted the protocol to test for evidence supporting the 

kinetic stability or the epitope accessibility models. In the “bind-first” methodology, I allowed 

HA to pre-bind to DR1, in the presence or absence of DM, and at the two pH of 6.4 and 5.0. The 

cathepsins were added and allowed to digest the HA before being quenched with an irreversible 

inhibitor. In the “cleave-first” treatment, the HA was first digested in buffers of pH 6.4 and 5.0, 

the CTS were quenched, then the DR1, in the presence or absence of DM was added to the 

peptide mix. Recovery of bound peptides from both treatments followed the published protocol. 

I found a total of nine peptides eluted off of the MHCII. Intriguingly, there was zero overlap 

between peptidomes generated and captured at pH 6.4 and 5.0. DM's influence was apparent 

between treatments as all of the “bind-first” peptides were DM susceptible, whereas six of the 

nine “cleave-first” peptides were DM resistant. The remaining observation is that there is not a 

strong support for the “bind-first” model as 100% of the peptides found in the “bind-first” 

treatment were also found in the “cleave-first” treatment. I further wanted to compare the 

affinity of the CFAPS discovered peptides to predicted values from two algorithms available 

online, NetMHCIIpan 4.0 and IEDB MHCII binding prediction. I found that in almost all cases, 

the peptide affinities as measured through CBAs, were lower than predicted, highlighting 

discrepancies between the prediction platforms and the solid phase assay I used.
6.1.5. Chapter 4:

Broadening our focus beyond antigen processing, I investigated the activity and kinetics of four 

cathepsins (B, H, L, and S) individually. These digests were completed at pH 6.4 and 5.0 in the
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same manner as in Aim 2, and a exploratory “proof-of-concept” case study of redox potential at 

pH 6.4 and 5.0 was also completed using CTS B, two minute digests, and increasing 

concentrations of L-cysteine to set the redox potential. The individual digests of CTS B, L, and 

S were used to evaluate the in-silico prediction platform available from EigenBio (1) and 

cleavage outcomes were compared to previously published studies of the flexibility of 

microdomains of the native HA protein at different pH. I found that the EigenBio platform was 

did not robustly predict cleavage for our protein. That platform was trained on datasets obtained 

from the cleavage of peptides rather than whole proteins. The comparisons of our cleavage data 

with the published flexibility data and the redox potential indicate that the structure and intra

molecular forces of a protein influences the cleavage patterns and that the redox potential also 

influences cleavage.

6.1.6. Overall Conclusion

Taken together, our results support a model where there are multiple pathways of antigen 

processing, creating broad peptidomes available to bind to MHCII and be presented to T cells, 

and indicate that the environment in which cleavage occurs as well as the protein structure need 

to be taken into account in the design of prediction algorithms.

These studies have illuminated thus far unknown steps between the biological processes and 

outcomes, the in-silico predictions and in-vitro assays can be addressed and perhaps closed to 

some degree. Cleavage, the functioning of the individual proteases, the locations of the 

proteases and possible intersections, synergistic or antagonistic are all questions that remain 

open. Understanding this interplay of proteolytic enzymes and their substrates would greatly 

inform prediction platforms. The next layer to the complexity is the environment, including 

redox potential, in which the proteases function. The challenges inherent to isolating a single 

type of organelle, or to using intracellular probes within a healthy, normal functioning cell has 

limited our understanding of the exact environmental conditions under which antigen processing 

occurs. Until the cellular conditions can be better elucidated, in-vitro assays that reveal protease 

activities under many conditions can stand in as a proxy, if outcomes are matched to the 

biological outcomes. And a final factor that has been addressed in these studies is the antigenic 

structure itself. I showed that cleavage of a three dimensional protein is influenced by the 

conformation and the inherent intramolecular forces. Quantification and classification of impact 

of protein structure on cleavage would greatly enhance the predictive capabilities of computer 
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algorithms. In total, our studies have lent themselves to a rich diversity of new avenues, such as 

the impact of protein structure and redox potential on cleavage, to explore as I work toward a 

more complete understanding of antigen processing and proteolytic activity.
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Appendix A: The need for a stable reducing buffer to evaluate the impact of redox potential on 
peptide binding to MHCII

A.1 Introduction

The presentation of a pathogen derived peptide to a CD4+ T cell by a major histocompatibility 

class II (MHCII) molecule on the surface of a dendritic cell (DC) is the pivotal event in the 

initiation of the adaptive immune response subsequent to infection or inoculation. The exact 

determinants for the selection of the peptides able to elicit a strong T cell response, termed 

“immunodominant”, are still unclear. Peptide affinities for MHCII as well as the activity of a 

peptide binding modulator called HLA-DM (DM) are among the determinants of 

immunodominance. DCs take up antigen through phagocytosis, receptor-mediated endocytosis 

and macropinocytosis (1). These processes result in the formation of vesicles within a cell that 

contain the antigen and have empty MHCII recycled from the cell membrane (2). These 

endosomes become progressively more acidic and reducing, and proteolytic enzymes are 

trafficked to them, as they are transported deeper into the cell (3). Early endosomes have a pH 

range of 6.8-6.1 (3) and a redox value of -80 to -140 mv (4). Late endosomes fuse with 

lysosomes to form the MHCII compartment (MIIC) and have a pH range of 6.0-4.8 (3) and a 

redox value of -240 mv (4). Lysosomes have been shown to sequester cysteine, accounting for 

the low redox value (5). Binding of protease generated, pathogen derived peptides to MHCII is 

postulated to take place at any point in this endo-lysosomal system (6, 7). The reducing potential 

has been thought to help the catalytic activity of proteases (7-9), although there is not evidence 

that proteolytic enzymes are actually oxidized in-vivo (10, 11). We wondered if the redox 

potential affected the binding of peptide to MHCII. In-vitro binding studies do not take into 

account the redox potential, and use buffers that do not include a reducing agent (6, 12, 13). Our 

lab has recorded the redox values of reducing agent-free buffers as ranging from +419 mv for a 

50 mM citrate-phosphate buffer at pH 5.0 to +184 mv for a 150 mM phosphate buffer at pH 6.4. 

A challenge to producing a reducing buffer is that reducing agents, such as β-2-mercaptoethanol 

(BME), dithiothreitol (DTT), or glutathione (GSH) in general have short half-life and some have 

pH restrictions on their activity or high volatility (14). We selected tris(2- 

carboxyelthyl)phosphine (TCEP) (Figure A.1) as our preferred reducing agent to work with as it 

has a wide pH range of 1.5 to 9, resists oxidation for weeks (15, 16), and is reported to not affect 

buried disulfide bonds (17), allowing the MHCII and DM proteins to remain intact in binding 
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assays that are incubated for days. We set out to create a stable reducing buffer, at pH 6.4 and 

pH 5.0, that we could use in a competitive binding assay that includes three for incubation or a 

direct binding assay, requiring 5 days of incubation.

A.2 Methods
A.2.1 Citrate buffer with TCEP-HCl

Titration of tri-sodium citrate with TCEP-HCl to a pH of 5.05 and redox value of -206 mv 

required 12.5 g of citrate and 4.1 g of TCEP-HCl. This yielded a buffer with total molarity of 

1.7 M.
A.2.2 Creating a sodium salt of TCEP (NaTCEP)

We employed a DOWEX 50Wx4-100 ion-exchange resin charged with sodium ions to exchange 

the hydrogen ions for sodium on the TCEP (Figure A.1). 250 mM TCEP-HCl was neutralized to 

pH 7 with 10 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to a final concentration of TCEP of approximately 

210 mM. 10 mL of this solution was added the DOWEX resin column and washed with 120 mL 

of ddwater. Off column was collected and dehydrated with a rotary evaporator.
A.2.3 MES buffer

A 172 mM MES buffer at pH 6.56 was made with 1.36 g NaTCEP and 0.1344 g MES acid. 

Redox value was +39 mv.
A.2.4 Citrate buffer

A 222 mM buffer was made with 1.6 g NaTCEP and 0.15 g citric acid with a redox value of -27 

mv.
A.2.5 Blue nativePAGE gels

3.5 μg of HA, DR1 or DM were incubated with the MES-NaTCEP or the citrate-NaTCEP 

buffers for one or three days at -20°C, 4°C or 37°C. Controls were the proteins placed in the 

NaTCEP buffers immediately prior to loading on the gel or incubated under the same conditions 

in MES or citrate buffers that did not contain TCEP. Inclusion of G-250 Coomassie in the 

loading buffer imparts a negative charge to the proteins without denaturing them, allowing the 

molecules to run based on molecular weight and native shape. Gels were 4-16% Bis-tris, run 

time was two hours at 150 volts and stained with Coomassie.

A.2.6 Direct binding assay with L-cysteine (L-cys) as reducing agent

We performed a direct binding assay between the MHCII allele HLA-DR1 (DR1) and a 

biotinylated peptide from hemagglutinin (HA) derived from an influenza A strain (HA306-318, bio
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HA). Bio-HA was serially diluted from 100 μM to 23 pM in either phosphate buffer, pH 6.4 or 

citrate-phosphate buffer, pH 5.0, 6 mM or 54 mM L-cys, 10 μM EDTA, 0.5 mM iodoacetamide, 

0.02% sodium azide and 0.01% Tween-20. pH was titrated back to 6.4 and 5.0 after addition of 

L-cys with sodium phosphate dibasic, or sodium phosphate monobasic or citric acid as 

appropriate to the buffer. DR1 was added at 20 nM concentration and the reactions were 

incubated for five days at 37°C. Reaction plates were flooded with nitrogen gas prior to sealing 

the plates to reduce the degree of oxidation of the L-cysteine over the incubation period. 

Controls were previously run using the same conditions, excepting the L-cys. All experiments 

were replicated three times. Buffers were stored at 37°C in 50 mL centrifuge tubes that had been 

flooded with nitrogen gas prior to sealing and the pH and redox values of the buffers were 

recorded on day one of the reaction set up and on day five (Table A.1). Reactions were 

developed using a solid phase fluorescent streptavidin-europium assay.

A.3 Results and Discussion

TCEP is sold as a hydrochloride salt (TCEP-HCl) and when dissolved in distilled water has a pH 

of 2.5. The first attempt at titration of citrate with TCEP-HCl to the target conditions of pH 5.0 

and -220 mv resulted in a buffer of 1.7M. This molarity is too high to allow successful binding 

of peptides to MHCII as the electrolytes in solution will interfere with the hydrogen bonding of 

peptide to MHCII. This pH restriction made the development of buffers at pH 5.0 and 6.4 

impossible without using a neutral form of TCEP. To achieve this end, we performed an ion

exchange to create a TCEP sodium salt. We found that simply adding the TCEP-HCl solution 

directly to the column of DOWEX resin, the off column solution and dehydrated salt were very 

brown. We thought that the strong HCl solution might be cleaving the benzene sulfonic acid 

from the beads and coloring the product. So, we neutralized the TCEP-HCl to pH 7 using 10M 

NaOH prior to adding the solution to the ion-exchange column. This mitigated the brown color. 

However, it did introduce an unknown quantity of sodium chloride (NaCl) to the NaTCEP (pH 

7.5). This impacted the total molarity of any buffers that we wished to create with the TCEP 

salt. Future endeavors in this direction would require a dialysis step to remove the NaCl and 

would allow more accurate buffer creation at a molarity suitable for binding studies.

During one search of the literature, we found a report that TCEP is able to cleave protein 

backbones by fracturing cysteine residues (18). To test whether this was true for the three 

proteins that would be involved in our binding studies, we created a MES-NaTCEP buffer at pH 
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6.5, +39 mv and a citrate-NaTCEP buffer at -27 mv and incubated the HA protein, DR1 and DM 

individually at -20°C, 4°C and 37°C for one day and three days. Controls included the proteins 

in the TCEP buffers at time 0 either in citrate or MES buffer without TCEP. The proteins were 

run on blue native-PAGE and the degree of cleavage, if any, was assessed (Figure A.2 A and B). 

Figure A.2 A shows HA and DR1 in citrate buffers, with and without TCEP at all conditions. 
Figure A.2 B has DM in both citrate and MES buffers and the HA and DR1 in MES buffers. 

DM, at 54 kDa, (Figure A.2 B) and DR1 at 56 kDa, (Figure A.2 A and B) were resistant to 

cleavage by TCEP, although the DR1 aggregates, common when DR1 is stored in the absence of 

peptide, were dissociated to a degree. HA, at 63 kDa and having 16 cysteine residues, also tends 

to aggregate during storage as can be seen by the controls. After three days of incubation, at 

both 4°C and 37°C, HA was degraded. There are very faint bands at ~65 kDa on the gel, but not 

strong enough to reflect the amount of protein loaded in each gel. At pH 6.5, more HA survived 

the degradation, but not a significant amount. Beyond the obvious that if a protein is degraded, 

we can not evaluate binding of the native protein to MHCII, is the fact that peptides would be 

created that would likely bind to MHCII in a competitive or direct binding assay, giving what is 

essentially a false positive on the question of HA protein binding to MHCII. At this point, we 

abandoned our efforts to create a stable reducing buffer using TCEP for binding studies. 

However, these results do highlight that addition of TCEP for short periods of time (< ten 

minutes) does not seem to degrade HA. If a few tests find that HA can withstand the activity of 

TCEP for one to two hours, then TCEP could be used as a reducing agent in real time binding 

assays such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR).

Although the TCEP based reducing buffer was not usable with our protein, we did run a direct 

binding study using L-cysteine as the reducing agent. Briefly, bio-HA, serially diluted from 100 

μM to 23 pM was co-incubated with 20 nM DR1 in phosphate (pH 6.4) or citrate-phosphate (pH 

5.0) binding buffer in the presence of 6 mM or 54 mM L-cysteine for five days at 37°C in 

triplicate. Reactions were developed using a streptavidin-europium solid phase assay and the 

fluorescent signal on the y-axis plotted against the concentration of bio-HA on the x-axis (Figure 

A.3 A-C). At first glance it is very apparent that the overall fluorescent signal is suppressed in 

the presence of L-cys (Figures A.3 A and B). Also the saturation curve is shifted to the right, 

indicating that there is less binding of bio-HA to DR1 in the presence of L-cys. It is not clear 

here if the redox value is the cause or if there is an interaction between the L-cys and either the 
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peptide or the DR1 that alters binding. It is also intriguing that the saturation curves show a 

flattening in the center of the rising portion of the curve (Figure A.3 C), causing us to wonder 

why. To further elucidate these questions; we would need to 1) complete the saturation curves 

under reducing conditions, 2) undertake structural studies and ascertain that DR1 retains a 

peptide-receptive conformation in a reducing environment and 3) complete real time binding 

studies with multiple reducing agents to exclude the influences of any one agent on the binding 

partners.
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A.4 Figures

Figure A.1: Chemical structure of tris(2-carboxyelthyl)phosphine (TCEP)
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Figure A.2: Susceptibility or resistance of HA, DR1 and DM to TCEP proteolysis. Blue native 
gel showing the degree of degradation of HA, DR1 and DM upon exposure to TCEP containing 
buffers over one to three days at varying pH. Citrate (pH 5.0) and MES (pH 6.5) were the base 
buffers. Controls were each protein in the TCEP buffer or corresponding buffer without TCEP 
for less than ten minutes. “C-TCEP” indicates citrate-TCEP buffer and ‘M-TCEP” indicates 
MES-TCEP buffer. Molecular weights of monomeric HA, DR1 and DM are 63 kDA, 56 kDa 
and 54 kDa respectively.
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Figure A.2 continued
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Figure A.3: Direct binding of bio-HA in oxidizing and reducing conditions. Direct binding of 
biotinylated HA306-318 peptide to DR1 in the absence of L-cysteine, or at 6 mM and 54 mM 
concentrations of L-cysteine. Concentration of bio-HA along x-axis and fluorescent values on y- 
axis. A) Binding assay in phosphate binding buffer at pH 6.4. B) Binding assay in citrate
phosphate binding buffer at pH 5.0. C) Comparison of the binding curves in reducing buffer at 
both pH.
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Figure A.3 continued
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A.5 Table

Table A.1: pH and redox values of L-cysteine containing buffers. pH and redox values before 
the reducing agent L-cysteine is added, after addition and after five days stored at 37°C. Tubes 
(50 mL falcon) used to store buffer were saturated with nitrogen gas then sealed with parafilm.

pH 6.4 pH 5.0

Before

L-cys

added

6
mM

6
mM

54
mM

54
mM Before

L-cys

added

6 mM
6

mM
54

mM
54

mM

Day
1

Day
5

Day 1 Day 5 Day 1 Day 5 Day 1 Day 5

pH 6.405 6.420 6.330 6.408 6.385 5.049 5.031 4.956 5.020 5.066

mv 184.4
100.1 124.4

-188.1 -238.3 212.7 -47.2 -51.1 -110.1 -115.4
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Appendix B: Non-specific binding between bovine serum albumin and HA306-318 peptide is not a 
confounding factor in competitive binding assays

B.1 Introduction

Binding studies conducted in-vitro are extensively employed in mechanistic studies (1), 

structural studies (2) or to develop training data sets for computer prediction (3). A widely used 

protocol for determining the IC50 of a peptide for a major histocompatibility class II (MHCII) 

molecule is the equilibrium based competitive binding assay developed in 1993 (4). This 

protocol was modified to include 0.3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 1999 (5) and the BSA 

was further adjusted in 2003 to 0.1% BSA (6). Briefly, a range of concentrations of a competitor 

peptide is incubated with a fixed amount of MHCII and a high-affinity biotinylated reference 

peptide equimolar to MHCII. After three days of incubation, the reactions are developed using a 

fluorescent solid phase assay with streptavidin-europium. Our studies focused on the MHCII 
allele HLA-DR1 (DR1) and peptides derived from influenza A/New Caledonia 20/99 (H1N1) 

hemagglutinin (HA). The biotinylated reporter (bio-HA) is a natural peptide (HA306-318) from an 

influenza A H3 subtype. The assay depends on the competitor peptide being able to out compete 

the bio-HA for the binding groove of DR1, usually expressed as the concentration of the 

competitor capable of inhibiting 50% of bio-peptide from binding (IC50). In the event that 

binding of the competitor occurs, the fluorescent signal is reduced. We found that the inclusion 

of BSA altered the apparent IC50 of peptides in the assay, displaying a reduction in the affinity of 

the peptide (full report in Chapter 2 of this thesis). While there is published evidence that 

denatured BSA can bind to murine MHCII (7), it is also known that serum albumins have the 

ability to non-specifically bind to a large variety of hydrophobic and anionic small molecules (8). 

We speculated that the reduction in the affinity of peptides as tested with CBAs that contain 

0.1% BSA in the buffer could be from two possible causes; 1. BSA is actually binding to the 

DR1 within the peptide binding groove and thus is an additional competitor within the reaction 

mix or 2. bio-HA peptides are non-specifically binding to the BSA, and having been sequestered 

in this manner, were not available to bind to DR1, leading to the reduced signal. To address this, 

we studied the non-specific interactions of HA306-318 to BSA through isothermal titration 

calorimetry (ITC) and a fluorescent solid phase assay. This supplemental data supports the 

conclusions presented in Chapter 2 that BSA binds to DR1 within the binding groove.
B.2 Methods
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B.2.1 Protein and peptide: BSA was purchased (VWR; 97061-420) and an in-house stock of 

HA306-318 peptide was used.

B.2.2 Isothermal calorimetry: Titration calorimetry was carried out with a Microcal ITC200 (GE 

Healthcare). Analysis was performed in duplicate with HA306-318 peptide in the syringe and BSA 

in the calorimeter cell at 25 C, in citrate-phosphate buffer pH 5.0 10 μM EDTA, 0.5 mM 

iodoacetamide, and 0.02% sodium azide. Starting protein concentration in the calorimeter cell 

was 200 mM, whereas peptide concentration in the syringe was 30 mM. Isothermal titration 

calorimetry (ITC) injection volumes were 2 ml, and injections were performed during 10 s at a 

steering speed of 500 rpm spaced 180 s apart to allow for a complete return to baseline. Dilution 

heat releases were measured by titrating 30 mM peptide from the syringe into the cell containing 

buffer only. Data was processed and integrated with Origin software. Single data sets were fit to 

a single site ITC binding model, using a baseline offset parameter to account for heat of dilution. 

The first data point was excluded from analysis due to dilution across the injection needle tip.

B.2.3 Solid phase assay: BSA was serially diluted from 8 μM to 61 pM and incubated overnight 

at 37° C with 80 nM of bio-HA in phosphate, pH 6.4 or citrate-phosphate (pH 5.0) with 10 μM 
EDTA, 0.5 mM iodoacetamide, 0.02% sodium azide and 0.01% Tween-20 to allow for non

specific binding that may occur. High binding 96 well plates (Immulon, Fisher; #NC9939836) 

were coated with anti-BSA antibodies (Rockland Immunochemicals; #101-4133) and blocked 

with a non-protein blocking buffer (Thermofisher; #37572). Plates were developed using 

streptavidin-europium and read with a Wallac VICTOR plate reader.

B.4 Results and Discussion

ITC is a very sensitive method for determining binding. A cell, containing the receptor, is 

calibrated to the temperature of a reference cell with water. Ligand is injected at intervals and 

the temperature change (endothermic or exothermic) is recorded. If a ligand is capable of 

binding specifically to a receptor, then eventually, in a limited pool of receptors, all the binding 

sites will be occupied. Typically, there is a 10 to 20 fold difference between the concentrations 

of a receptor and a ligand in ITC binding studies. If an interaction is non-specific and the ligand 

is adsorbed to the surface of the receptor, then the reaction will not go to saturation as happened 

with the BSA and HA306-318 peptide (Figure B.1). These results indicate that there is some non

specific binding of the peptide to BSA.
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In light of there being some adsorption of the peptide to BSA, we wanted to know if this was 

enough to generate a signal in a competitive binding assay. We co-incubated varying 

concentrations of BSA with bio-HA overnight at 37° C either in phosphate or citrate-phosphate 

binding buffer. Any complexes were captured with anti-BSA antibodies in a 96 well plate. We 

used streptavidin-europium to produce a fluorescent signal. The data was normalized to a well 

that contained only BSA, without any bio-HA. In the event that bio-HA had adsorbed to the 

BSA, we would expect to see an increase in signal concurrent with the increased concentration of 

BSA. What is shown in Figure B.2 A and B is a straight line, indicating that BSA did not retain 

enough bio-HA to cause a signal above background.

It is imperative to understand the components of an assay and how each influences the outcome. 

We showed that results of the competitive binding assays with BSA as the competitor were due 

to the ability of BSA to interact with MHCII in the binding groove and not due to adsorption of 

the reporter peptide to the BSA.
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B.5 Figures

Figure B.1: ITC results of interaction between BSA and HA306-318 peptide. Representative raw
ITC data titrating 30 mM HA306-318 peptide injected into cell containing 200 μM of BSA (top 
panel) and the transformed data (bottom panel). No significant interaction is detected at these 
conditions, rather some non-specific peptide adsorption to BSA.
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Figure B.2: Fluorescent solid phase assays of non-specific binding of HA306-318 peptide to BSA. 
Solid phase assays assessing the degree of adsorption of HA306-318 peptide to BSA. A) pH 6.4 B) 
pH 5.0. No change of signal is detected as a consequence of the potential binding of bio-HA to 
BSA, indicating a substantial lack of interaction between the two reactants.
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